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INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW EDITION
1. This is the English version of the tract entitled Tau Kio Murgi Mdrai,
which was originally published in Punjabi in April 1995 and reprinted in January
1998. The booklet was well received in India as well as abroad. The readers from
abroad expressed a keen desire to get it translated in English and hence this
English translation of the original Punjabi booklet.
2. My attention was drawn to the book entitled Mas Mas kar Miirahb
fbagrey by S. Gurbakhsh Singh Ji Kala Afghana. I have gone through it carefully
and have not been able to find any new point in it. The old and often repeated
vague arguments have been re-stated and almost all these points have already been
explained at some length in this booklet. It would, however, be worthwhile to
reiterate some of the salient points herein.
3. One thing which is worthy of special mention about S. Gurbakhsh Singh
Ji's book is that he has vented out his deeprooted prejudices and acrimony against
Bhai Sahib Randhir Singh Ji. The reality is that whenever someone exhorts against
meat-eating in the light of the Guru's teachings" those people who are addicted to
its taste and cannot give it up, are very upset. In the heart of their hearts, they want
full freedom, in this respect. Hence, even while interpreting relevant Gurbdni
quotations concerning this issue, they would accept only that interpretation which
does not stand in the way of their unfettered freedom to eat flesh.
4. Bhai Sahib Randhir Singh Ji spent his whole life in an uninterrupted
practice of the Holy Ndrn and Gurbdni. Gurbani was the mainstay of his life and
he enjoyed the true Bliss and perfect understanding of the essence of the Gurbiini.
Gurbani
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had penetrated into each nerve and pore of his body. As such, he had no need to
depend on any translator of Gurbiini to understand its true and underlying meaning
as well as its essence. As a result of the imbibement of his very soul in the
Gurbdni, he came to realize through intuition that to kill living birds and animals
simply for the sake of eating their flesh is undoubtedly violence, torture and
tyranny! Hence he took the courage to preach this truth among the Sikh masses
fearlessly without any consideration as to whether any group of people appreciates
or condemns this action on his part.
5. If, as a result of his preaching the truth contained in the Gurbiini,
numerous devotees, living in India as well a abroad, have been saved from
becoming savage killers, the credit for this goes to Gurbiini and not to Bhai Sahib.
He has simply done the admirable service to the community by fearlessly bringing
to light the truth of what Gurbiini says. Apparently his service has already proved
fruitful by the Grace of the Satguru. Hundreds of thousands of devout Sikhs have
already been, and will continue to be inspired to escape this sin pointed out as
below:
AsMK glvF hiqAw kmwih ||
(jpujI, pauVI 18)
Countless cut-throats commit homicide.
If someone gets irritated on account of this and then lets loose his venom
against Bhai Sahib, he shall not be able to cause any harm to the sanctified
personality of Bhai Sahib. Has ever been the moon mucked by anyone's apitting at
it ? Never! A lover and admirer of Gurbiini would always test the truth of his
expositions on the touch-stone of Gurbdni.
·6. Bhai Sahib was sentenced for life for the sake of Dharma. During his
internment he faced boldly the worst of heart-rending tortures with full faith in the
high ideals of Sikhism. Thus, he practically brought out explicitly that the true=
bravery does not come from eating flesh to satiate the palate, by killing helpless
innocent animals, rather it is an outcome of one's complete self-surrender to the
Will of Satgurii and through His Grace.
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THE CONTROVERSY
The contention here does not pertain to the schism between the vegetarian
and flesh foods. The real point of controversy is whether it is justified to kill the
helpless animals merely to obtain their flesh for eating. In this respect the verdict
of the Gurbiini is absolutely clear. If someone tries to twist the meaning of
Gurbdni to suit his whims and preferences with the ulterior motive of creating
justification for one's sinister acts of cruelty, one is free to do so. However, all such
efforts to escape chastisement would be futile.
Where is the confusion about the meaning of the Gurbiini line "countless
cut-throats commit homicide"? It obviously means that anyone who commits
cruelty by killing any living being for the gratification of his own yearnings and
desires, falls into the category of criminals accused of cut-throttling. Bhai Sahib
Bhai Gurdas Ji puts a direct question to those who indulge in cut-throating just to
satisfy their own palate, as below:
mws Kwin gil CurI dy hwlu iqnwVw kauxu AloAw ||
(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 37, pauVI 21)

What will happen to those who eat meat obtained by cutting the throats of animals?
mwsu Kwin gl viF kY hwlu itnwVw kauxu hovsI ||
(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 25, pauVI 17)

What fate will befall those who eat meat by cutting the throats of living animals?
TIlE SIMPLE AND STRAIGHT-FORWARD QUESTION IS :
jIA bphu su Drmu kir Qwphu, ADrmu khhu kq BweI ||
Awps kau muinvr kir Qwphu, kw khhu ksweI ||
(mwru kbIr, pMnw 1103)

You kill animals just to satiate your palate and then you consider this as 'Dharma',
a part of Khalsa Code of Conduct. Then, what would be 'Adharma', the Cardinal
sin, according to you? If even after performing the despicable act of killing
innocent living beings, you project yourself as a pious one (i.e. Sant Khalsa) then
whom would you call a butcher?
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Jy rqu lgY kpVY jwmw hoie plIqu ||
Jo rqu pIvih mwxsw, iqn ikau inrmlu cIqu ||

(vwr mwJ, m: 1, pMnw 140)
If the attire one wears is considered polluted when it is tainted with drops of blood,
then the persons who consume the blood of animals in the form of flesh, how can
their mind remain pure?

The above interpretation is strictly in accordance with the rules of Gurbiini
grammar as well as in the context of the subject matter discussed therein.
Contextually the meaning of the couplet can be explained as below;
If the clothes are stained with blood, the clothes are polluted.
If the mind is stained with blood, the mind becomes polluted.

The word 'mwxsw' (Mansa) in the above couplet is to be pronounced as 'mwxsw'
without nasalization and NOT as 'mwxsw' (Mansan), According to Gurbdni
grammar this word has been used here as simple (without preposition) Nominative
case in plural form.
The votaries for meat eating try to pronounce it as 'mwxsw' (Mansan), and
claim that it refers to the mankind in particular, meaning thereby that herein is a
condemnation of those who exercise tyranny upon their fellow human beings.
Even in that case, would somebody explain that if someone even pricks
another human being, it is tantamount to sucking of his blood, then how the virtual
cutting of the throats of other animals is not considered tyranny? What a
discriminatory and curious approach!
Cruelty is condemned as a sin in all cases, whether it is on innocent animals
and birds or on human beings. It is a ghastlier sin to attempt at denying it or
cleverly camouflaging it.
The above questions are straight forward and need straight forward answers.
Some people assert that the above couplet condemns only those who claim
to sacrifice animals in the name of Allah; but eat the end-product, meat, to satiate
their palate of the tongue, and thereby try to deceive God.
This argument is absolutely untenable. Deception with
Allah occurs as soon as a selfish person, instead of sacrificing
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his own ego, targets an innocent and helpless animal for sacrifice to God. Sri Kabir
Ji had seen this through his divine eye that the real purpose of the so-called
sacrifice of the animals to God is not to please Him, but to gratify one's taste of the
tongue. That is why he proclaimed:
rojw DrY mnwvY Alhu, suAwdiq jIA sMGwrY ||
Awpw dyiK Avr nhI dyKY, kwhy kau JK mwrY ||
(Awsw kbIr, pMnw 483)
One (who eats meat to satisfy his palate), keeps fasts in order to please Allah, but
(under the influence of his yearning for meat) kills the innocent helpless animals! He
keeps in view only his selfish motive (of getting and justifying meat as food) in the
forefront and thus does not care for the feelings of pain and suffering endured by the
innocent animals through his ruthless act of killing. Why is the man (who is th
supreme creation 'of God) pettifogging?

The meat relishers may better have a peep into their conscience and see for
themselves whether they are pettifogging or not when they claim that through
eating of meat they are not committing any homicide. They go to the extent of
glossing over their sin by trying to justify this action by creating a farcical
distinction between Jhatka and Halal. Are they not committing the sin of
deceiving their own conscience as well as commingling the tenets of the Gurmat
with falsehood?
LUDICROUS ROW OVER JHATKA OR HAW
To ward off the blame of homicide, the supporters of meat-eating have
raised gimmick of jbatha or balal. If one looks into this so-called distinction
dispassionately and with discerning insight, the reality comes out that the real point
of contention is not the process how the animal is killed but whether any such
killing amounts to homicide or not.
If some clever Muslim kills the living beings to .obtain meat for the
gratification of his palate and calls it Halal i.e. sacred, and any Sikh calls such a
product as Mahan Prasad i.e. the most sacred food, it is all a sham, a clear fraud.
In fact, in this way he is not only deceiving himslef but also is confusing the
masses. Their perverted use of the sacred words in such cases
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is nothing but blasphemy. According to the Divine Message conveyed through
Gurbdni, such pharisees will definitely have to account for their sinful acts in the
True Court. Let them just ponder over what will happen to them:
kbIr jIA ju mwrih joru kir, khqy hih ju hlwlu ||
dPqru deI jb kwiF hY, hyiegw kaunu hvwl || 199 ||
(slok kbIr, pMnw 1375)
"Kabir, they who destroy life by force and deem it as Haldl (sacrificed in the
name of Allah); what will be their fate when God takes account of their deeds in
His Office?"

Gurbani clearly specifies that one cannot convert Haram (food obtained
through unholy means) into Haldl (sacred food) whatever clever means one may
adopt. If someone tries to cover up one's malicious acts (Hariim) by reciting the
holy hymns while performing them, it amounts to only a fraud and
cannot change the evil into good:
mwrn pwih hrwm mih, hyie hlwlu n jwie || 2 || 7 ||
(vwr mwJ, 1, pMnw 141)
"If someone seasons one's sinful product with any kind of condiments, it does not
become pure or sacred."

Guru Nanak Dev Ji has also explained the factual meaning of the
contentious words of Kuttbii and Halal etc., to a Sheikh who relished animal food
very much, as below:
sc kI kwqI scu sBu swru || GwVq iqs kI Apr Awpr ||
sbdy swn rKweI lwie || gux kI QykY ivic smwie ||
iqs hlwlu lgY hvY syKu || lohu inkQw vyK ||
hOie hlwlu lgY hik jwie || nwnk dir dIdwir smwie || 2 || 19 ||
(vwr rwmklI m: 1, pMnw 956)
"If Truth be the knife and Truth its steel, then its make is of infinite glory. And if it is sharpened
on the whetstone of the Divine Word. And kept safe in the sheath of the Divine Virtue. Then if
the Sheikh is 'killed' with this knife, all his blood of Greed will be spilt. And in this way he will
become Halal (Pure) and will meet the Lord God. And thus, will witness the bliss of God's
Vision at His Gate."

The above hymn gives a clear rebuff and brings to light
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the reality to those responsible for creating this dispute of Jhatka and Haldl.
Thus, it is apparent that instead of creating a fraud of fbatlea and Haldl just
for the sake of satisfying his palate, one must be prepared to sacrifice one's self i.e.
ego for the sake of the Truth, get rid of sensuality and greed, and in this way would
certainly become Halal (sacred) himself.
MEAT AND OTHER FOODS
Meat-eaters further argue that even those who are strict vegetarians, commit
homicide while eating grains etc., because all these foods also contain live
organisms. This argument also is rendered absolutely baseless and off the mark
when analysed in the framework of Gurbdni's guidelines.
Sikhism is a way of life which enjoins neither total attachment nor total
detachment. It believes in a life of equipoise i.e. internal detachment in an
environment of attachment. Food has been provided by the Creator/Sustainer and it
must be eaten for the sustenance of life. However, it is to be eaten to sustain life
and not merely to satisfy one's palate. One has to take food to enable one's body to
do Ndm-Simran and bring one's life to fruition. Verdict of Gurbiini favours such
use of food:
Awid purK qy hoie Anwid || jpIAY nwmu AMn kY swid ||
(goNf kbIr jI, pMnw 873)
From the Primal Lord wells up the corn etc .•
With the energy generated by foodgrains in the body. can the recitation of the
Niim be possible.

One who eats food-stuffs (i.e. grains etc.) cannot be considered a killer at all,
just as a married family man remains a religious person in spite of bonafide sexual
indulgence with his wife in exercise of the creative energy bestowed upon him by
the Creator for continuity of human generation. That is why married way of life
has been classed as topmost among other ways of life. On the other hand, if an
unscrupulous man takes recourse to adultery, and yet claims parity with a married
man, his claim is farcical and sheer non-sense. The difference between a meat-eater
and grain-eater is the same as between a religiously married man and a profligate
person.
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Similarly, while a Sikh combs his hair, it doubtlessly results\ in the removal of
some broken or dead hair, but despite all this he is not considered an apostate but is
considered a devotee who strictly follows life in accordance with the Gursikh Code
of Conduct. As against this, one who cuts his hair just to follow the general
fashions prevalent amongst others, becomes immediately an 'Apostate'. Literally
speaking fall of hair is there in both the processes but the underlying intention is
definitely different. In the former case, the intention is to respect the Keshas and in
the latter it is a disgrace to them. Likewise is subtle difference between meat-eaters
and non-meat-eaters.
The following couplet from Gurbiini brings forth this difference even more
clearly, by stressing the need of eating food-grains etc., and at the same time,
questioning the eating of animal flesh by humans:
kbIr KUbu Kwnw KIcrI jw AMimRqu lon ||
hyrw rotI kwrny glw ktwvY kaunu || 199 ||
(

slok kbIr, pMnw 1374)

"Kabir, sublime is the food, rice and pulse mixed with delicious salt.
Instead, who would like to have his throat cut (in future life) by eating flesh-food
obtained by hunting the animals?"

Thus, the conclusion derived from the above couplet of Gurbiini, is explicitly
clear. One mayor may not accept it. Amazingly, when the meat relishers are not
able to find any justification in their favour from Gurbiini, they put forward other
questionable and vague arguments to achieve their objectives. They say that all
these quotations from the Gurbiini which condemn eating of meat, are authored by
Bhagat Kabir Ji only. In their zeal, they forget that the entire Gurbiit,li enshrined
in Sri Guru Granth Sahib has the status of, regardless of its authorship, the
GURU. It either emanated from the Gurus themselves or from the Bhagats, Bhatts
and other devotees of God who had reached the highest state of God-realisation,
and their works have gained approbation of Guru Sahib who then incorporated the
same in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Thus, it is imperative for every Sikh to accept the
whole Bani contained in Sri Guru Granth Sahib as the Whole Truth and nothing
but the Truth.
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prQwie swKI mhwpurK boldy, swJI sgl jhwnY ||
gurmuiK hoie su Bau kry Awpnw Awpu pwCxY ||
(vwr soriT, m: 3, pMnw 647)
"Great men speak in some context but their wisdom is applicable to the whole
world.
It, therefore, behooves a genuine devotee of the Guru to respect all the divine
Sayings of Great men and thus attains self-realization."

MEAT; A 'SUPERIOR' FOOD!
The meat-eaters persistently make the assertion that there is no restriction on
any type of eatables in Sikhism. It is a white lie. Are tobacco, opium, liquor not
prohibited in Sikhism? Gurbdni explicitly condemns and prohibits their
consumption. It is a different matter if anyone calls liquor as (pMj-rqnI) 'Admixture
of Five Valuable elements' and names opium as (suK inDwn) 'the treasure of
happiness', and then goes on consuming the same incessantly. Similar is the
position in the case of meat eating. Gurbani clearly proclaims:
kbIr BwNg mwCulI surw pwin jo jo pwRnI KWih ||
qIrQ brq nym kIey qy sBY rswqil jWih || 233 ||
(slok kbIr, pMnw 1377)
"Kabir those who partake of hemp (an intoxicant herb), fish and liquor,
With utter disregard to whatever pilgrimages, fastings and other religious rites
they may perform, they all go to hell."

Thus, if, in spite of such condemnatory commandments contained in the Gurbiini,
people continue to give the perverted name of Mahan Prasad i.e. most sacred
food, to above referred condemned food, they are not only going against the edicts
of Gurbani but are also committing a deception by giving this name (Mahan
Prasad) to a thing which has been referred to in Gurban: as Carcass (krMg ibKU)
etc. If a commoner calls meat Mahan Prasad then we can only pity him. But,
when the leaders, and the Sikh missionaries do so, then we .can only lament over
their intelligence and wisdom.
Playing trickery with the real meaning of the Gurbdni meat-eaters further
argue that the above couplet simply
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prohibits the consumption of hemp, fish etc., for those addicted to liquor. Even if
we accept their interpretation, it is not clear that how things that are prohibited for
liquor-addicts, can be allowed for a devout Khalsa?

AN IMPROBABLE, IRRELEVANT IMAGINATION
The meat-eaters have discovered an ultramodern theory in this context
which surpasses all scientific researches of the 20th century. They claim:
"Man has a unique power which does not exist in other forms of
creation. This is the power of mind. Birds and other animals are not
blessed with such marvelously equipped mind. The feelings of
happiness or agony are felt only by the mind; the body only perceives
such as pleasure or pain. Devoid of mind, birds and animals do not
have any sense of pleasure or agony. Thus how can they worry when
they have no mind which only is capable of such feelings?"
The dictionary meaning of the word 'Mind' is "the organ of the body which
has the Sense of Notion as well as of Option;" that which feels, desires and has the
power to make a choice to fulfil the desires. Mind also controls all other organs
connected with the attainment of knowledge as well as with body actions; and thus
has enormous powers. The soul in the body is, of course, not affected by senses of
pain and pleasure. However, such feelings do affect the mind. Mind exists in all
types of life including birds and animals, etc. As a result, all living beings i.e.
humans, birds and animals etc., have the sense of feelings connected with agony or
pleasure. The feelings of love and hate do exist in birds and animals just as these
exist in humans. This reality can be observed by anyone in the daily life.

Just hit a dog with a stick, and he will cry out of pain. Now just fondle him
and he will be pleased and will express his pleasure and gratitude by licking your
feet.
Therefore, this peculiar reasoning that animals and birds do not have a mind,
which only feels pain and pleasure, is sheerly a high-handedness of the meateaters. This is just the
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abuse of judicious faculty of the head of the entire creation- The Man.
Man is superior to the rest of the creation simply because of his superior
wisdom. Even birds and animals have wisdom but their wisdom is very much
limited as compared to that of of man. Man certainly misuses his this blessing of
wisdom when he tries to exterminate other species of life just to satisfy his ego or
palate of the tongue, and furthermore when tries to cover such sinful acts by vague
and frivolous reasoning’s. It is clear that he has no solid and sustainable
justification for his actions and is just trying to beat about the bush.
In the end, I think it proper to reiterate that the central point in this whole
discussion is not the technical distinction between these two types of food based on
their ingredients. The moot point is whether it is justified to take life just to satisfy
one's palate of the tongue. It can safely be asserted that Gurbiini permits man to eat
natural food for his sustenance to be able to meditate upon the holy Ndm. It
certainly prohibits eating of meat, which is obtained by killing living beings just
for satisfying the taste of tongue.
Amritsar
August 15, 1997.

JOGINDER SINGH TALWARA
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IF YOU PERCEIVE GOD ABIDES IN ALL BEINGS,

THEN WHY KILL A CHICKEN?
LIQUOR AND MEAT-THE PROVERBIAL VICES
From times immemorial, liquor and meat have been considered as the
proverbial vices, which have been instrumental in bringing destruction to
numerous families and downfall of nations and empires. In spite of that, clever
people addicted to these vices have even tried to justify their consumption and
for this purpose, they have not refrained from distorting the meanings of Gurbdni.
For this reason, it appears imperative to consider this matter in the light of
Gurbdni, in order to bring to light the truth.

WIDE CONSUMPTION OF LIQUOR AND MEAT AMONG THE
SIKHS-WHOSE FAULT?
It is very strange that the Sikh community, for whom the highest moral
standards have been set by the Gurus, sizeable number out of it has not been able
to escape these vices. This has resulted in the downfall of Sikh Society socially and
morally. The eminent leaders of the community have tried to put the blame of this
state of the community on the so-called illiteracy and lack of education in the
masses in general, especially in the remote areas. To some extent it may be true.
However, the one greatest reason is that the majority of the religious preachers and
other important people engaged in the propagation of the Sikh faith, are themselves
victim to these vices. Hence they started propagating openly that these are not
prohibited in the Sikh religion. Some seemingly virtuous people have even gone
to the extent of making offerings of meat and hemp before Guru Sahib and praying
for acceptance of the same and then
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distributing it as Prasad or the Blessed food. If someone doubts the authenticity of
this statement, one may go even now and witness this practice on the occasion of
Hold Moballa at Hazoor Sahib in Nanded, and Sri Anandpur Sahib. It is being
done openly. Some people have even gone to the extent of declaring that one who
does not eat Mahan Prasad (i.e. meat) is not a Sikh. It is a sheer perversity to give
such a revered name of Mahan Prasad (i.e. most auspicious food) to this
blasphemous, abhorred and filthy material. As against this, in the Sikh tradition
as well as in the old Sikh literature, the word Mahan Prasad has been used to
denote the most sacred and sanctified food i.e, Kariib Prasad:
eyk imstwn pwn lwvq mhw-pRswid,
eyk gurpurb kY isKn bulwvtI ||
(BweI gurdws jI, kibq 309)

In the congregation of the Gursikhs, some devotees bring sweet eatables, some
bring Mahan Prasad (most sacred food i.e. Kariib Prasad) and some invite
Gursikhs to celebrate Gurpurbs.
KWf iGRq cUn jl pwvk iekqR Bey,
pMc imlI pRgwm hY ||
(BweI gurdws jI, kibq 124)
Sugar, ghee, flour, water and fire, when all combined, the resultant product
becomes KA1,?AH PRASAD i.e. food comprising
of five blissful ingredients.
kory mt Axwie nir BrwieAw ||
Awix mhw prswdu vMif KvwieAw ||
(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 20, pauVI 10)
They bring new earthen pots filled with water (for free service of drinking water).
(They also) bring MAliA PRASAD (i.e. KAJ.?AH PRASAD) for serving (in the
Sangat),

Just like mis-nomer of Karab Prasad, some hemp-loving people have given the
mis-nomer of Sukh Nidbiin (Treasure of happiness) to hemp and liquor has been
given the misnomer of Panj Ratni (i.e. admixture of five precious elements)
meaning most precious drink. In this way they are followingthe practice of Viim
Margis (Viim Miirg is a so-called religious
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cult of the Hindus wherein meat and liquor are considered as auspicious foods and
unrestricted sex has religious sanction). However, such repugnant practices have
no place in the Khalsa Way of Life. By giving a virtuous and attractive name to a
despicable thing, its vicious nature cannot be altered. Those who resort to
contemptible practices not only hoodwink others but also befool themselves in
doing so because their explanations are based on absolutely false notions which
like wall of sand are sure to collapse:
kUVu n phuMcY sc no sau GVq GVIAY ||
(BweI gurdwh jI, vwr 34, pauVI 21)
Falsehood cannot equal the truth by any means.

Even if the falsehood is concealed under beautiful cover,
it cannot remain hidden. Falsehood ultimately fades away.
kUVu n phuMcY sc no sau GVq GVIAY ||
(BweI gurdwh jI, vwr 34, pauVI 21)
Falsehood shall ultimately fade away, (Nanak) while truth remains ever-green.

Thus the gist of the whole discussion is that by attributing the sole
responsibility of the wide-spread use of liquor and meat amongst the Sikhs at large
to illiteracy among majority of Sikh masses, we are side-tracking the main issue. It
is definitely the Sikh religious leadership who is responsible for this state of affairs
because majority of them being addicted to these vices, are propagating the same
deliberately.

GENERAL ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF MEAT-EATING.
Those who support the religiosity of meat-eating in Sikhism generally offer
the following arguments :
(1) In Sikhism there is no restriction on eating any food. To eat or not to eat
meat, depends on one's own personal preference and taste. According to
Gurmat, the only criterion for selection of food to eat, is that the food chosen
should not cause disease to body and. not result in pollution of the mind. In
support of this reasoning they
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cite the following quotation from Gurbani by changing the actual wording to suit
their interpretation:
bwbw sw Kwxw KusI KuAwru ||
ijqu KwDY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clY ivkwru ||
Note: Instead of Sa (RT) in the first line, the word actually used in Gurbiini is hore
(horu).
(2)

In Sikhism the only restriction is on eating meat obtained by killing the
animal in Kosher fashion i.e. the Muslim method of killing the animal while
reciting KALMA (the Muslim holy formula). As against this, there is
permission in Sikhism to eat meat obtained by killing the animal by Jhatka
i.e. with one stroke while reciting 'Sat Sri Akal' (the Sikh holy formula).
(3) In old Sikh literature there is no mention of any restriction on eating meat.
Rather meat has been mentioned therein as one of the foods prepared in the
Langar in times of the Gurus themselves.
(4)
If killing of the chicken, goat, partridge, quail etc., is considered as
slaughter of living beings, then the other most common eatables like wheat,
beans, milk, water etc., also contain living organisms. Therefore, those who
eat these foods, cannot. escape this blame too.
(5)
Those who do not eat meat,' become cowards or chickenhearted.
(6)
Meat is a very nourishing food that makes one healthy and robust.
Let us, now, examine each of the above-mentioned
reasoning’s in the light of Gurbiini.

RE: ARGUMENT NO. 1
The meat-eaters of the Sikh community generally assert that there is no
restriction on any kind of eatables in Sikhism. To eat or not to eat meat, is left to
the discretion, choice or taste of each individual. This assertion is absolutely
baseless. According to the Sikh Way of Life, only those types of food are
permitted, by eating which both, body and mind become healthy and fully
developed which would help in enhancing
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their capacity to do sewii (service) and Simran (meditation).
All the foods and stuff, whose use makes the body and mind weak and
lethargic, e.g. tobacco, poppy, hemp, opium, liquor etc., or which are obtained by
torturing and killing other living creatures and makes both the body and mind cruel
as well as perverse, are clearly prohibited according to Gurbani .
kbIr BWg mwCulI surw pRwnI KWih ||
qIrQ brq nym kIey qy sBY rswqil jWih || 233 ||
(slok kbIr jI, pMnw 1377)

All those who eat fish and drink hemp or wine, will go to hell with utter
disregard of whatever pilgrimages, fastings and other religious rites they
may perform.
kbIr KUbu Kwnw KIcrI jw mih AimRqu lonu ||
hyrw rotI kwrny glw ktwvY kaunu || 188 ||
(slok kbIr jI, pMnw 1374)
Sublime is the simple food; rice and pulse mixed with delicious salt. Who would have his
throat cut hereafter, for meals obtained by hunting the animals?

It is, thus, clear that the consumption of hemp, fish and liquor etc., negates
even the good deeds done by a person and degrades him mentally into a state of
wretchedness. At the same time it has been made clear that eating simple ordinary
food for subsistence and maintenance of the body, enhances one's energy or
inclination for 'Ndm-Simran as well as keeps the body healthy. When such ideal
foods are available in plenty, why would one commit cruelty by killing other living
beings for food?
Hence, in the light of 'Gurbani', there remains absolutely no doubt, and there
can be no two opinions about the prohibition of foods obtained by killing other
animals. Gurbani has also clearly decreed that even eating simple and ordinary
food obtained through falsehood, deceit, subterfuge, deception and through
wrongful possession is equivalent to eating a corpse. Guru or Pir will only help if
one refrains from such foods obtained through wrongful means which are as bad as
carcass.
kUVu boil murdwru Kwie ||
(vwr mwJ, m: 1, pMnw 140)
By uttering falsehood man eats carrion.
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hku prwieAw nwnkw ausu suAr ausu gwie ||
guru pIru hwmw qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie ||
(vwr mwJ , m: 1, pMnw 141)
(Nanak) another's right is swine for him (i.e. the Muslim) and cow for him
(i.e. the Hindu). The spiritual guide/prophet shall stand surety only if one
does not eat carrion.

The acts of falsehood and wrongful possessions, have been regarded equivalent to
eating of a carrion. Thus doubtlessly the food obtained from dead bodies is
definitely condemned and prohibited. Whether the animal slaughtered is a pig or a
cow; whether the beast is killed while reciting Kalmii or Sat Sri Akal, with a knife
or Kirpan, in a slow process (Hata/) or with a single stroke Ohatkii) it becomes a
corpse (i.e. Murddr) after it is devoid of life. When taking possession of things
belonging to others by force or unjust means, is considered equivalent to eating of
a dead body, if falsehood has been equated with eating of a carrion, then how can
meat actually obtained from the dead bodies, be considered permissible to be
eaten? How can the eater of such a food expect to get the blessings of the Guru or
Pir especially when one is openly and brazenly not only himself acting against
unequivocal fiat of the Guru but also is propagating his erroneous way of thinking
amongst others on the pretext of Gurmat ? Such a person is guilty of bringing bad
name to the faith he is following.
Such persons who eat meat obtained by killing innocent animals, have been
referred to as evil spirits or demons or witches in the Gurbiini :
gYbwn hYvwn hrwm kusqwnI murdwr bKorwie ||
(iqlMg m: p, pMnw 723)
Like ghosts, man kills the beasts and eats carrion-the forbidden eat.

Even the works of Bhai Gurdas ji which are considered the key to the Gurbani,
also dearly forbids meat eating:
jy kir auDrI pUqnw, ivhu pIAwlxu kMmu n cMgw ||.....
jy kmweI auDirAw, jIAw Gwie n KweIAY BMgw ||
(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 31, pauVI 9)
If Piitnd received deliverance (there was mystical reason for it but her profession)
poisoning others was not good. Similarly, if the butcher (Sadhna) received redemption
(it was due to mystical reason, however, his profession was not
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good). As such one should not have any misconception with regard to
killing of living beings.

[According to Bbagtoat Purdn, Piitnd tried to kill the newly born Lord
Krishna by smearing poison on her suckling nipples, but the baby Krishna
gave a bite on her breast whereby the poison penetrated into her blood
and proved fatal for her. It is believed she got salvation thereby. Similarly
Sadhna was a butcher by profession. He became a true devotee of God by
virtue of which he got salvation. His verses are also included in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib.]
That is why Guru Nanak Dev Ji refused to eat the dainty dishes offered by
Malik Bhago because he considered the food obtained through falsehood, coercion
and injustice as equivalent to corpse ( murdwr). Thus, he brought out the truth before
the people, that use of violence to snatch other people's wealth unjustly is
condemnable, and the wealth obtained through cruelty and oppression is sinful.
Therefore, the food prepared out of the wealth obtained through evil-ways is, in
reality, nothing but the blood of the poor, though outwardly it may look tempting
and tasty.
If, according to Guru Sahib, the wealth obtained through swindling and
cheating is equivalent to blood of the poor, then how can meat which is directly
obtained by slaughtering the living beings, be called Mabii Prasad=sue most
sacred food? Thus, it is clear that such a hallowed name has been given to dead
body (meat) through the sinister intentions and deceitful conspiracy of people fond
of eating meat.
Take the example of two birds, Swan and a Crane:
From their spotless white outlook, they both look alike.
Their white and sobering color have the same virtuous influence on others' minds.
However in Gurbdni, one of them has been praised while the other condemned,
simply because of the type of food they eat.
Swan is considered good or superior.
Why?
Because Swan's food is ideal:
srvr AMdir hIrw moqI, so hMsw kw Kwxw ||
(vwr rwmklI, m: 1, pMnw 956)
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In the lake are jewels and pearls and these are the feed for the Swans.
Crane is considered a degenerate or of low-caste.
Why?
Because Crane's food is abhorrent:
bgulw kwg nIc kI sMgiq jwie krMg ibKU muiK lweIAY ||
(rwmklI m: 4, pMnw 881)

The Crane falls in the category of filthy bird crow as he (Crane) feeds
himself on a filthy corpse.
Thus in Gurbiini, the Crane has been considered as abhorrent because it eats
filthy carcass. One fails to understand how has this filthy carcass become the 'most
sacred' (Maha Prasad) food for the Sikhs? How can one claim to be a true Sikh of
the Guru even after eating such a condemned and abhorrent carcass or meat?
Can any mother allow her child to eat poison? And none can even think that
the True Guru who is the Spiritual Father and Mother of the whole mankind, can
ever allow or give freedom to his children to eat such a filthy carcass. It can never
be so. So, when we, who call ourselves the Sikhs of the Guru Sahib, have started
eating this filthy carcass by giving it the hallowed name of Mabi; Prasad, then the
following couplet of Bhagat Kabirji will hit us with all its force just as a mother
slaps her child to teach him a lesson:
kbIr swcw siqguru ikAw krY jau isKw mih cUk ||
AMDy eyk n lgweI ijau bWsu bjweIAY PUk || 158 ||
(slok kbIr jI, pMnw 1372)
'Kabir' what can the True Guru do if his disciples adopt wrongful means? Not even one
word of the Guru is imbibed by their disillusioned mind just as the hollowed bamboo
cannot retain the wind blown into it.

The supporters of meat-eating argue that in Sikhism there is no restriction on
the use of any kind of eatables. In this respect they quote the following couplet
from Gurbdni by distorting it to suit their interpretation:
bwbw sw Kwxw KusI KuAwru ||
ijqu KwDY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clY ivkwru ||
Note: In the first line of this couplet, the word “ hour " is
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generally replaced by the meat eaters with the word "W" for obvious reason.
The above reference from the Gurbiini, in the context of meat-eating, is absolutely
inappropriate. To clearly bring to light, the truth, it is essential to go through the whole hymn
containing the above lines. The whole Shabad is as below:
siB rs imTy mMinAY suixAY swloxy ||
Kt qursI muiK bolxw mwrx nwd kIey ||
CqIh AMimRq Bwau eyku ndir kryie || 1 ||
bwbw horu Kwxw KusI KuAwru ||
ijqu KwDY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr || 1 || rhwau ||
rqw pYnxu mnu rqw supydI squ dwnu ||
nIlI isAwhI kdw krxI pihrxu pYr iDAwnu ||
kmrbMdu sMqoK kw Dnu jobnu qyrw nwmu || 2 ||
bwbw horu pYnxu KusI KuAwru ||
ijqu pYDY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr || 1 || rhwau ||
GoVy pwKr suieny bUJxu qyrI vwt ||
qrks qIr kmwx sWg qygbMd gux Dwqu ||
vwjw nyjw piq isau prgtu krmu qyrw myrI jwiq || 3 ||
bwbw horu cVxw KusI KuAwru ||
ijqu ciVAY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr || 1 || rhwau ||
Gr mMdr KusI nwm kI ndir qyrI prvwru ||
hukmu soeI quDu BwvsI horu Awpxu bhuqu Apwru ||
nwnk scw pwiqswh pUiC n kry bIcwru || 4 ||
bwbw hor sauxw KUsI KuAwr ||
ijq suqY qnu pIVIAY mn mih clih ivkwr || 1 || rhwau || 4 || 7 ||
(isrIrwgu mhlw 1, pMnw 16-17)

To believe in God's name is all the sweet relish. To hear it,
is saltish. To utter it with the mouth is sweet savory.

And to sing the God's name I have my spices.
The love of the Unique Lord is the thirty-six sorts of flavor nectars.
This is the way of those on whom He casts His gracious
glance.(1)
0' Brother! ruinous is the happiness of the other dainty foods,
by eating which the body writhes in pain and the mind is
filled with evil. (Pause)
Mind being imbued with the Lord's love is the red dress;
verity and charity, the white garments.
To erase blackness of sin is to wear blue clothes, and to
meditate on Lord's Feet is my robe of honor.
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Contentment is my waistband. And Thy Name (0 Lord) my wealth and youth.Cz)
o Brother! the happiness of other raiment’s is ruinous; by wearing which the body
writhes in pain and the mind is filled with evil. (Pause)
To know Thy way (0' Lord) is the horse saddle and gold crupper for me.
To run after virtues is quiver, arrow, bow, spear and sword belt for me.
To be honorably distinguished are my bands and lances.
Thy favor is caste (Lineage), the glee of other rides is ruinous. (3)
o Brother! the glee of other rides is ruinous. Such rides, make the body writhe in
Spain and fill the mind with evil. (Pause)
The Bliss of the Name is as house and mansion for me. Thy favoring glance is as
family for me.
For me, only that is the command which pleases Thee. To say more about You is
beyond my reach.
Nanak says: The True Lord takes decision without any other counsel. (4)
0' Brother! the pleasure of other sleep (i.e. rest or relaxation) is pernicious. By
such sleeps, the body writhes in pain and
the mind is filled with evil. (Pause)

It has been observed that during general discussion, in order to support their
view-point, meat-eating brothers use the word 'SAA'instead of 'HaRE' in the first
line of the First Pause.
The above hymn has four stanzas each being followed by a 'Pause'. In all the
four cases the 1st line of the Pause contains the word Hare (and not SAA)meaning
OTHER and this word has its own special significance.
In the first stanza, mention has been made of the ideal spiritual food
(NAAM) for the attainment of the state of permanent Spiritual Bliss of mind. The
couplet of Pause clearly gives a warning that, in comparison with the spiritual
food, outlined in it, all other foods devoid of NAAMare of no avail towards the
achievement of this goal of Spiritual Bliss and in fact they lead to the destruction
of true happiness and bliss.
Similarly, in the other three stanzas, mention has been made of the
imperativeness of spiritual garments, spiritual rides and spiritual sleep (meditation)
etc. At the end of each stanza
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the couplet given as PAUSEclearly re-asserts the ineffectiveness of the worldly
material garments, rides etc., towards the achievement of the Spiritual Bliss.
It is thus clear from the above brief explanation of this hymn that herein
Guru Sahib has only compared the temporary pleasures of the body obtained
through the foods, garments etc., with the everlasting Spiritual Bliss achieved
through Nam-Simran. According to Guru Sahib's divine insight, anything
devoid of THOU, is all false. In the tenth stanza of Asa di Var
this point has been further explained:
kUVu rwjw kUVu prjw kUVu sBu sMswru ||
kUV mMfp kUV mwVI kUVu bYsxhwru ||
kUVu suienw kUVu rupw kUVu pYnRxhwru ||
kUVu kwieAw kUV kpVu kUVu rUpu Awpwru ||
kUVu mIAw kUVu bIbI Kip hoey Kwru ||
kUiV kUVY nyhu lgw ivsirAw krqwru ||
iks nwil kIcY dosqI sBu jgu clxhwru ||
kUVu imTw kUVu mwiKau kUVu foby pUru ||
nwnku vKwxY bynqI quDu bwJu kUVo kUVu || 1 ||
(vwr Awsw, m: 1, pMnw 468)
False is the king, false the subjects and false is the entire world.
False is the mansion, false the house and false is the dweller.
False is gold, false is silver and false is the wearer.
False is the body, false is the clothing and false is pear less beauty.
False is husband, false is wife, who languish and become miserable.
False is one's love with the 'falsehood' whereby one forgets the Creator.
With ~hom may one contract friendship, the whole world is mortal.
False is all that is sweet and false is honey.
Falsehood has been instrumental in the destruction of
innumerable persons.
Nanak makes a prayer, except Thee, 0' my Master,
Everything is false and completely false.

Hence the end-result of the whole explanation given
above is that Guru Sahib exhorts us that, instead of engrossing
ourselves in the material pleasures of senses, we should try to
enjoy the everlasting Bliss by immersing ourselves in the Nam.
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This will lead to a happier and more peaceful life even in this world. It is thus not
understood how this hymn can be put forth in support of meat-eating whereas
Gurbdni unambiguously declares meat as filthy carcass. The above discussion
makes it amply clear that meat-eating has been tabooed in Gurbdni.

DOES EATING MEAT NOT PERVERSETHE MIND?
None can deny that meat is obtained through brutality which in itself is a
great sin. So, when one eats meat, which is produced by tormenting others, one's
mind naturally becomes merciless and perverse. Moreover, the addiction to meat eating also generally leads to yearning for liquors and lewd desires. That is why the
people who are addicted to meat eating are usually alcoholics as well as lustful.
However, our main theme here is regarding the brutal force used for obtaining
flesh for food. How can the food obtained through cruelty lets one's mind
concentrate on Ndm-simran ?
jy rqu lgY kpVY jwmw hoie plIqu ||
jO rqu pIvih mwnsw iqn kau inrmlu cIqu ||
(vwr mwJ, sloku m: 1, pMnw 140)
If one's attire being tainted with blood is considered desecrated with drops of
blood and is not at all considered usable for worship.or meditation, then how can
the mind of those who (by eating the flesh of the animals) actually consume
blood, can remain un-polluted?

Then, if any un-scrupulous Sikh boasts that the use of Tobacoo does not
pollute his mind, then does tobacco no longer remain a taboo for him ? All know
that the mere intake of tobacoo in itself is a vice and results in disastrous
consequences. In the various Rahit Namas, tobacco has been referred to as poison.
That is why the use of tobacoo and other intoxicants is strictly prohibited in
Sikhism.
Flesh (meat), as food has been adjudged universally as lust provoking. It is
not a natural food for a man. Its consumption naturally results in contaminating
body and mind both. It is obtained by killing and piecing in bits, the flesh of living
beings. Hence it is a food fit only for cannibals, barbarians and uncivilized people.
To kill and cut into pieces the living animals,
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is a murderous and homicidal act which in itself is a perversity :
AsMK glvF hiqAw ||
AsMK pwpI pwpu kir jwih ||

(jpujI, pauVI 18)

Countless cut-throats commit murders. Countless sinners go on
committing this sin (during the entire life).
As soon as the penchant desire for eating meat, under the temptation of the
taste of tongue, flashes into one's mind, one's mind become perverted. He, then
either runs to the butcher's shop or acts as a butcher himself. In fact one is
surprised when one hears from a Gursikh, that flesh eating does not create
perversity in the mind.
The simple and straight point is that a thing which has been condemned in
Gurbdni as a filthy carcass and which can only be obtained through brutality and
oppression, so much\ so that it prompts one to perform the role of a butcher, then
how can such a "food" become permissible for the Gursikhprogeny of the Guru
Sahib?

RE: ARGUMENT NO.2
The meat-eating Sikhs have tried to explain that, in Sikhism, only KUTTHA
viz. the type of meat which has been obtained by slaying animals according to the
Muslim way, (Kosher fashion) is prohibited. According to them, JHATKA meat
i.e. meat obtained by killing the animal with a single stroke of the weapon, while
uttering 'Sat Sri Akal', is permissible.
Before we examine this argument, it would be appropriate to know
difference between the words 'kuttha' and 'jhatka'.
KUttba
The word Kuubii occurs in Gurbdni as below:
ABwiKAw kw kuTw bkrw Kwxw ||
cauky aupir iksY n jwxw ||

(vwr Awsw, 1, pMnw 472)

They (Hindus) on one hand, eat the meat obtained by killing the
animal while uttering Kalmd which they assume as unworthy
utterance. But on the other hand they allow none to enter their kitchen
square.
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iqs dw kuTw hovY syKu ||
lOhU lbu inkQw vyKu ||

(vwr rwkmlI, m: 1, pMnw 956)

If Sheikh is killed with that (knife) then the blood of avarice will be seen split
away.

pwp klydV srpr muTy ||
AjrweIil PVy PiV kuTy ||

(mwrU m: p, pMnw 1019)

The sinners are certainly dis-illusioned by the temptation of sin. The angel of
death will seize and mercilessly kill each of them.

In all the above quotations, the word 'kuttha' obviously means to kill
mercilessly. Its reference to the 'killing in the Muslim method' is just the creation
of the vested interests.
Jhatka
The word '[hatka' has not been mentioned in Gurbdni anywhere. Commonly
it refers to killing the animal with one stroke of the weapon by chanting 'Sat Sri
Akal'.
Etymologically, the word 'Kuttha' has been derived from the root 'Kohna',
which in grammar is past participle and means simply 'the killed'. Similar other
words also exist in the Punjabi language such as :
Ruttha (ru`Tw) :
The estranged.
Vuttha (vu`Tw)

:

The settled.

Dhattha (F`Tw)

:

The fallen.

Dittha (iB`Tw)

:

The seen.

Murtha (mu`Tw)

:

The robbed! dis-illusioned.

Thus the word 'Kuttha' literally means meat obtained by killing animals and this is
prohibited in the Khalsa Rabit or the Khalsa Code of Conduct. None can deny the
fact that the animal does feel physical as well as mental torture whether killed
slowly or with one stroke. Of course, one can say that there is less torture by
killing instantaneously with one stroke than while killing slowly, but to claim that
killing by one stroke does not, at all, cause pain and torture to the killed one, is
only self-deceit. The very sight of the killing of their fellow creatures in the
Butcher's House and their pain-revealing shrieks, frighten the other animals. And
when they see the butcher with naked
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weapon advancing towards them for killing, they are frightened to their death. The
poor creature shrieks and shrieks and tries hard to get out of the clutches of the
butcher. His mental and physical pain reaches at its climax when the butcher
forcefully entangles him and cuts his head off.
What an irony, that on one hand, we torture and kill the poor dumb and
innocent animals (dumb in the sense that they cannot protest or fight against our
atrocity) and cut their flesh into pieces, and at the same time we claim that the
animals killed this way do not feel any pain or suffering at all ! This human bigotry
is perhaps, due to the fact that all the courts of justice on the earth are man-made.
Though here, in these man-made courts, the poor creatures cannot get justice but
there will certainly be absolute justice in the True Court of the True Master of
whole creation. No atrocious and merciless assassin can escape the true justice of
the True Court, howsoever mighty and powerful he may be in the world:
Drm rwie no hukmu hY bih scw Drmu bIcwir ||
dUjY Bwie dustu Awqmw ahu qyrI srkwr ||
(isrI rwgu m: 6, pMnw 69)
The Righteous Judge has the direction (from the Justful Lord) "Administer true
justice. Every evil soul professing love for duality is your subject."

The verdict of the Gurbdni is crystal clear and applies to all including the
tyrants: .
kbIr joru kIAw so julmu hY lyie jbwbu Kudwie ||
dPqir lyKw nIksY mwr muhY muih Kwie || 200 ||
(slok kbIr jI, pMnw 1375)
Kabir, the use of force is tyranny and the Lord shall call every one to account.
When the account of actions committed during life is settled in the Divine Court,
then one shall suffer strokes of punishments on the very face.

kbIr jI ju mwrih joru kir khqy hih ju hlwlu ||
dPqru deI jb kwiF hY hoiegw kaunu hvwlu || 200 ||
(slok kbIr jI, pMnw 1375)
Kabir, those who kill the living beings perforce and call that righteous as sacrifice
in the name of the Lord, what shall be their condition when the Justful Lord takes
out his account in the Divine Court?
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sIh pjUqI bkrI hoeI hV hV hsI ||
sIhu puCY ivsmwdu hoie iequ rhis rhsI ||
ibnau kryNdI bkrI puqR Aswfy kIcin KsI ||
Ak DqUrw KwiDAW kuih kuih KL auKil ivxsI ||
mwsu Kwin gl viF kY hwlu iqnwVw kauxu hovsI ||
grbu grIbI dyh Kyh Kwju Awkwju krsI ||
jig AwieAw sB koeI mrsI || 17 ||

(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 25)

The goat caught by the lion, started laughing heartily. Curiously surprised, the
lion asked what felicity made it laugh. The goat humbly stated that it desired that
its offspring’s be castrated (so their offspring’s would not face such a tyranny).
Being fed on Akk and Dbatiirii (wild shrubs grown in barren lands) their bodies
are cut into pieces. What would happen to those who cut the throats of animals
and eat their flesh? The flesh of the poor innocent goat is eaten with relish and the
flesh of the tyrant lion is unworthy of being eaten. The last line draws the
conclusion that whosoever is born must die (in the end the true justice will
prevail).

kuhY kmweI bkrI lwie lUx sIK mws proAw ||
his his boly kuhINdI KwDy Aik hwlu iehu hoAw ||
mws Kwin gil CurI dy hwlu iqnwVw kauxu AloAw ||
jIBY hMdw PyiVAw Kau dMdNw muhu BMin ivgoAw ||
prqn prDn inMd kir hoAw dujIBw ibsIAru BoAw ||
vis AwvY guru mMq suix ingurw mnmuuKu suxY n soAw ||
vyiK n clY AgY toAw || 21 ||

(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 37)

The butcher kills the goat, minces its meat with tasty spices and roasts it on the
skewer. While being killed, the goat laughs loudly and tells the butcher: While
eating Akk (a wild shrub) I have suffered this persecution. What would happen to
my killer who eat my flesh? Both the teeth and mouth of such persons over
possessed with the relish of the tongue will be broken into pieces. Those who are
guilty of adultery, usurpation and vilification, will become double-tongued snakes
in their next births. Even that double-tongued snake may be tamed through some
charm. However the guru less (ingurw) and self-centered person does not listen at
all to the Guru's percept and walks recklessly without seeing the pitfalls on his
way.

As brought out above, the Gurbdni clearly prohibits the slaughtering of
animals just to satisfy the palate of the tongue.
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Whatever method is used for the purpose viz. fbatea or Halai, the blame of
slaughtering cannot be refuted. Ordinary people commit the mistake of eating
meat through ignorance and lack of knowledge. The surprising thing is that the
otherwise intelligent people having awareness, commit this black deed of eating
meat just for satiating their taste. To top all, in order to justify their this sin, they
concoct so many excuses. They claim that the animal has been slaughtered as a
sacrifice to God resulting in its salvation. The Gurbdni clearly states that such
selfish people only care for the satisfaction of their palate and filling their potbellies, unmindful of the torture they afflict on the innocent creatures. There are
numerous tasty and nutritious foods in the world, which are available for the
consumption of the supermost human race. Then why should people commit the
reprehensible act by wrenching the necks of animals?
rojw DrY mnwvY Alhu suAwdiq jIA sMGwrY ||
Awpw dyiK Avr nhI dyKY kwhy kau JK mwrY ||
(Awsw kbIr jI, pMnw 483)
A selfish imposter observes fasts to please God but at the same time slays living
beings for relish. Thus he watches only his own interest and pays no heed to
pangs of other creatures. Why does he stoop so low?

The pity is that the clever meat-eaters have gone to the extent of including
the meat obtained through a particular method of slaying the animals, as part of
religious practice. In the Gurbani such people's hoax has been clearly exposed:
jIA bDhu su Drmu kir Qwphu ADrmu khhu kq BweI ||
Awps kau minvr kir Qwphu kw kau khhu ksweI ||
(mwrU kbIr jI, pMnw 1103)
Brother, you kill the living beings and consider it as DHARMA i.e. a religious
act. Then tell how do you define an irreligious act ? You call yourself an
enlightened sage (a pious Gursikh) then whom would you call a butcher?

Others may deny, but now can the Sikhs of the Guru evade the application of
this fiat to them? The meaning of the above couplet is brought out with particular
reference to a Sikh as under:
O the Sikh of the Guru! You kill the living beings and
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in order to conceal this sin, you pretend and propagate this act as holy
(Rahit), then what else is an unholy act (i.e. Kurabit)? If you eat
something obtained through torture and murder of the living beings,
and yet you claim to be a devout Sikh (Sant Khalsa), then, whom do
you call a butcher?
Whether one is a fhatkai (the professional who slays animals with one stroke
while chanting Sat Sri Akal) or a Kasdi (butcher) these are two different names
representing the same profession of killing the animals-whatever the religion they
may profess. These are not regarded as titles of respect at .all. But the killers and
eaters of the flesh of animals can't wash away the stigma of belonging to this
despicable community.
What an outrage! The Khalsa, who was created to eradicate tyranny, has
himself become a tyrant for these helpless animals. The oppressor is never •known
to admit the blame of oppression. Aurangzeb was a notorious tyrant. However, he
tried to conceal his tyrannical actions under the cloak of Islam. The clever people
have always taken refuge in the garb of religion to hide their own weaknesses. In
spite of all these efforts, the truth cannot be suppressed for long. Such
malfeasances or misdeeds definitely stigmatize their religion. Are the Sikhs,
addicted to the taste of tongue for meat, not giving a bad name to Sikhism by
including this as a part of the Khalsa Rahit?
Mercy is at the top of Godly virtues. It is considered as the pre-requisite for
any religious faith. The personality of the man of mercy is always impressive and
heart warming. His relations with others are always helpful and soothing. As
against this, the merciless person is always rough and vitriolic in his dealings with
others.
In Gurbiini, the virtue of Mercy has been given a very high place as would
be evident from a few quotations reproduced below:
DOlu Drmu dieAw kw pUqu ||
(jpujI, pMnw 3)
The Dharam which sustains the earth is the progeny of Mercy.
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ATsiT qIrQ sgl puMn jIA dieAw prvwnu ||
(bwrhmwhw mwJ m: p, pMnw 136)
To be merciful to the living creatures is equivalent of the ablutions in the sixtyeight places of pilgrimage. Man is accepted by God in recognition of his merciful
character.

min sMqoKu srb jIA dieAw ||
ien ibiD brqu sMpUrn BieAw ||

(gauVI m: p, pMnw 299)

Content mind combined with mercy for all makes the holy fast accomplished.

dXwlM srbqR jIAw pMc doK ibvrijqh || 40 ||
(slok shsikRqI m: p, pMnw 1357)
Among the virtues of the enlightened persons, one is that they
are merciful to all living beings. The other is that they ward
off the five failings i.e. lust, anger, greed, attachment, and ego.

That is why the Gurbdrii commands us:
Ksmu pCwin qrs kir jIA mih mwir mxI kir PIkI ||
(Awsw sRI kbIr jI, pMnw 480)
Realise the existence of Creator in every living being, take pity on them and get
rid of selfishness and ego as charmless pursuits.

The above cited quotations from the Gurbdni clearly bring out the virtue of
mercy on living beings, as the basic edifice of Sikhism. The question then arises,
how the meat-eaters amongst the Sikhs presume to have been exempted from
accepting this basic principle of the Sikh Way of Life? Where is the proof of this?
When the principle of merciful life is applicable to one and all, then is the eating of
meat which is obtained through merciless killing, not in contravention to the
fundamentals of Sikhism?
Doubtlessly Mercy and Cruelty are two contradictory ideologies. The former
is valued and the latter is condemned in Sikhism.
Then, why those who claim to be the Sikhs of the Guru, contravene the
tenets of Gurmat by resorting to slaughtering of the living creatures?
The other natural question is whether the virtue of mercy is limited only to
human beings. Is the rest of living creation devoid of the Divine spark? Don't they
have the feeling of pleasure and pain?
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Undoubtedly all living creatures in the universe are made of five basic
material elements and thus pleasure and pain are definitely felt by them. All the
animals and birds etc., love their own lives and those of their offspring’s, just like
humans. Then why those people who acknowledge Gurbiini as their Eternal Guru
go contrarily to the canons concerning Mercy and tyranny just to satisfy their
palate?
Gurbiini imbibes the auspicious precept of Mercy towards all because all
creatures are bestowed with the Divine Spark of Life. The scriptures of the Hindus
and Muslims both i.e. (Veds and Katebs) put forth the eternal truth of the presence
of this Divine Spark of life in all His creation. However, their followers blinded by
the overpowering taste of the tongue and selfish motives, have ignored this
principle and have adopted the way of the butchers. Thus, the fault does not lie
with the scriptures but with their avaricious followers. Such soft-spoken but crafty
Muslims exercise the pettifoggery of slaughtering the animals to satisfy their palate
of tongue or to make good the loss of vitality wasted through their licentious
living. However, they keep their sinful and merciless act hidden under the cloak of
Halal (food permitted by religious law). In the Gurbiini such false assertions have
been refuted loud and clear.
byd kqyb khhu mq JUTy JUTw jo nw ibcwrY ||
jau sB mih eyku Kudwie khq hau qau ikau murgI mwrY || 1 ||
mulW khhu inAwau KudweI ||
qyry mn kw Brm n jweI || 1 || rhwau ||
pkir jIau AwinAw dyh ibnwsI mwtI kau ibsimil kIAw ||
joiq srUp Anwhq lwgI khu hlwlu ikAw ikAw || 2 ||
ikAw aujU pwku kIAw muhu DoieAw ikAw msIq isru lwieAw ||
jau idl mih kptu invwj gujwrhu ikAw hj kwbY jwieAw ||
qMU nwpwku pwku nhI sUiJAw iqs kw mrmu n jwinAw ||
kih kbIr iBsiq qy cUkw dojk isau mnu mwinAw || 4 || 4 ||
(pRBwqI sIR kbIr jI, pMnw 1350)

Call not Vedas and the Semitic Texts false; for false is he who gives not thought
to their contents. If you say God abides in all beings, then why kill a hen? (1)
o Mullah, you are propagating about the Divine Justice. (On one hand you say
God abides in all and yet you kill hen for food), thus you cannot get rid of
delusion of your mind. (Pause)
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You seize a living being and slaughter its body. In this way you have merely
killed the clay and not the soul. Its imperishable soul gets absorbed in the
Immortal Divine Essence. Say then, what have you slaughtered? (2)
What is the use of washing your hand, feet and mouth. And to what use is your
bowing in the Mosque? (3)
To what avail is your prayer and pilgrimage of Mecca when your mind is full of
deceit? Thus you still remain impure and do not know the pure Lord and His
mystique. Kabir says you have missed paradise and are doomed to hell. (4)

A perusal of the above hymn raises the following questions to be answered
by the meat-eaters:
(i)
If you accept that the Divine Spark of life pervades in each living being, then
why are you slaughtering it?
(ii) The body of the animals is all dust. What is the thing that has become Halal
by destroying the body?
(iii) When you are vile at heart (i.e. beguiling your ardent desire to satisfy your
taste under the cloak of religiosity), then of what use is your prayer
(Namaz)?
How would they reply to above three questions? In the last stanza of the
foregoing hymn, the Gurbani has explained the truth in this respect:
O you, the Super most creation of the Supreme Lord, have started
treading the false path of plunder and tyranny and have forsaken the
true ideal of your life. You have not entered into relationship with the
source of Sacredness, the Creator and the Immortal Being. Instead,
through your barbarous acts, you have yourself become barbarous.
Thus you are heading towards the hell instead of the heaven. Why?
The meat-eaters have created a myth regarding the legitimacy of Jhatka or
Haldl. If an animal is slaughtered while reciting Kalma, its meat becomes Haldl or
sacred; and if the animal is killed with a stroke while reciting Sat Sri Akal, its meat
becomes Jhatka. How strange! Meat which is sacred (Hala!) for Muslims, is
unholy for the Sikhs and vice versa. From this it implies that the condemned thing
is not the meat but the Holy Kalrnii for the Sikhs and Sat Sri Akal for the Muslims.
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The Kalmii and Sat Sri Akal are both the divine words in different
languages. In reality neither the Kalmii nor Sat Sri Akal are condemnable. What
deserves condemnation is cruelty or mercilessness involved in slaughtering
animals simply to satisfy one's taste of the tongue. When the real intention is
wicked, then how can the material become holy by outwardly reciting sacred
words of the Lord's praise. One's actions are to be accounted for in the True Court
on the basis of one's innermost emotions and intentions behind their deeds.
Gurbdni is very clear about it.
hir hir krih inq kptu kmwvih ihrdw suDu n hoeI ||
(sUhI m: 4, pMnw 732)
They who utter God's Name and practice deceit, their mind cannot remain pure.

bydu pVY muiK mITI bwxI ||
jIAW kuhq n sMgY prwxI || 3 || 107 ||

(gauVI m: p, pMnw 201)

One recites Vedas with sweet voice but at the same, he does not shirk killing the
sentient beings.

The spilling of the blood of the other animals for one's own self-interest is an
abominable act and is thus a vice. How can a mind, which is full of sinister
thought-waves, become pure? And without the purity of mind, how Ndm-Sirnrari
is possible? That is why Gurbdni clearly decrees:
nwnk nwau Kudwie kw idil hCY muiK lyhu ||
Avir idvwjy punI ky JUTy Aml kryhu || 1 ||
(sloku m: 1, pMnw 140)
Nanak, utter the Name of God from your mouth with truthful heart. Otherwise all
your actions are merely pretentious display and are false.

All religious activities involving meditation, austerities and self-control etc.,
are aimed at purifying the mind. But if mind is full of deceit and under its
influence, one goes on committing vices, then all 'his seemingly religious
observances are nothing but a hoax. And such a person's position becomes
ridiculous. Kabir Ji sarcastically refers to such double-faced approach in
life as under:
jau idl mih kptu invwj gujwrhu ikAw hj kwbY jwieAw || 3 ||
(pRBwqI sIR kbIr jI, pMnw 1350)
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To what avail is your prayer and pilgrimage to Mecca when your mind is full of
deceit?

And that is why Guru Sahib instructs:
AMqir kptu cukwvhu myry gurisKhu
inhkpt kmwvhu hir kI hir Gwl..... ||
(nt nwrwien m: 4, pMnw 978)
O the Sikhs of my Guru! Renounce your mind's deceit and undeceitfully perform
your Lord-God's service.

To try to cover one's sinister acts by deceitful means, is part of human
nature. However, even if one may not adopt deceitful means to conceal his internal
sins, even then the sinful thoughts in one's mind defile it. How can one remain
unpolluted in such a state of mind?
jy rqu lgY kpVY jwmw hoie plIqu ||
jo rqu pIvih mwxsw iqn ikau inrmlu cIqu ||
(vwr mwJ, m: 1, pMnw 140)
If a garment becomes profane with stains of blood on it, then how can the mind of
those who suck the blood in the form of slaughtered animal-meal, can ever remain
undefiled?

In order to interpret this couplet in their own support, the meat-eaters read
the word Mansa (mwxsw) as Mansa (mwxsw) i.e. with nasalization of its last vowel.
And then they translate it as, "Those who suck the blood of humans, i.e. those who
commit tyranny on humans." Such a contorted explanation is I devised to meet
their desired interpretation. In this couplet, the simile given is absolutely explicit
without any illusion: "the blood-stains make the garment polluted. The spilling of
the blood of living beings, to obtain their flesh for eating, pollutes the mind."
Those who support meat-eating, are doing great injustice to themselves as
well as the innocent Sikh masses. May we ask them a simple question? On one
side they consider even ordinary oppression on human beings as equivalent to
sucking of their blood. On the other hand they kill the animals simply to eat their
flesh and thus literally consume their blood, yet deny the committal of tyranny.
The so-called man-made and man-controlled society may be overlooking man's
atrocities on animals, but there will be no escape for the killers in the True
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Court of the Almighty Lord. There only the truth will prevail.
The discussion on this topic would be rather incomplete if mention is not
made of another very important and interesting point. It is a hard fact and
everybody knows that, while slaughtering the animals in the today's slaughter
houses, neither the Kalmd nor 'Sat Sri Akal' is uttered by the professional butchers.
Instead, they go on singing vulgar songs and talking aimlessly, even exchanging
abusive language amongst themselves. The most interesting thing is that the votary
for meat go on eating flesh without discrimination shelving all so called notions of
Jhatkii or Halalus sanctify it. Thus, there ends, even the so-called distinction
between Jhatka and Haldl meat. Well that is O.K., because this practice otherwise
was nothing but a total sham.

RE: ARGUMENT NO. 3
The meat-eaters put forth the following historical evidences
in their favour:
(a) Meat used to be served in the langar of Guru Angad Dev Ji.
(b) At Kurukshetra, a prince presented the flesh of a deer hunted by him to Guru
Nanak Dev ji, who got it cooked there on the day of Solar-Eclipse. This
provoked a discussion between the Vaishnav Brahmins and Pandas on one
hand and Guru Sahib on the other. A hymn exists in Sri Guru Granth Sahib
in this reference.
(c) Guru Sahib has been hunting. If meat was prohibited in Sikhism, what for
this pursuit of hunting?
Let us examine these points.
It is an established fact that Sikh History has been commingled and
adulterated with a number of fallacies by certain anti-Sikh elements as well as
ignorant Sikh writers. In the introduction to his book Gurmat Marland, Bhai Kahn
Singh has given some concrete instances of such ill-conceived statements as
below:
"The Sikh writers have followed the precept of other religious writers
in giving the religious color to social and political subjects. Without
investigating they have
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included certain absolutely baseless anecdotes in our history, which
lead us away from the true path of Gurmat. It is thus natural that we
often find some contradictory material in our literature which only
causes confusion and makes it difficult for us to judge their
authenticity. However, when we use our intelligence and test the
material on the touch-stone of Gurbiini, we are in a position to discard
those portions which are contrary to the principle laid down in
Gurbiini and can accept those which are in accordance with it. In this
way all confusions are cleared and we are able to follow the true path
of Gurrnat."
(Gurmat Martand, page a,A)

A few examples of such anti-Gurmat anecdotes in such writings cited in
Gurmat Miirtand by Bhai Kahn Singh, are reproduced below:
i)
In the 2nd Chapter of Gurbilds of Pddsbdbi 6, it has been stated that when
the child (Guru) Hargobind ji had smallpox, the worship of Goddess Durga
was done for seven days using coconuts and other accessories by a Brahmin.
The goddess Durga then became pleased and gave her blessing. The same
story was then repeated by Bhai Santokh Singh ji in Gur Partap Suraj!lis 3 #
12. As against this, Sahib Guru Arjan Dev ji, the revered father of (Guru)
Hargobind Sahib, writes something totally different in this respect:
sdw sdw hir jwpy || pRB bwlk rwKy Awpy ||
sIqlw Twik rhweI || ibAn gey hir nweI || 1 ||
(soriT m: p, pMnw 627)
Ever and Ever the Divine Name had been chanted. The Lord
Himself saved the children.
The Lord thus warded off the smallpox. Thus all the troubles
were removed through the God's name.

ii)

In Sri Niinae Parkash it is mentioned that Sahib Guru Nanak Dev Ji
arranged a feast for Brahmins according to Hindu rites for the benefit of his
dead ancestors' souls. This assertion is totally unacceptable because Guru
Nanak Dev ji himself condemns the Sarddb as a mere sham or heterodoxy :
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iek lokI horu CimCrI bRwhmxu vit ipMfu Kwie ||
nwnk ipMfu bKsIs kw kbhMU inKUtis nwih || 4 || 2 ||
(Awsw m: 1, pMnw 358)
Some barley-balls are formally offered to ancestors and others to Gods; but it is
the Pandit who kneads and eats them. Nanak says that the food of the God's Name
never exhausts.

iii)

According to Bhai Sukha Singh's work Cur Bilas--Ch.l0, Brahmin Datta
Nand of Ujjain performed the worship of Durga goddess on the behest of
Sahib Guru Gobind Singh ji:
XON suin gd gd BXO ikRpwlw || sIR muiK soN kih bcn ibswlw ||
mYXw ! iehY ikRpw Ab kIjY || KVg pwix dwhnu muih dIjY || 267 ||
eyv squ kih mwq BvwnI || vr dY BeI lop jg rwxI || 271 ||
According to the above narration, on Guru Sahib's entreaties Goddess
Durga blessed him with the Sword.
Similar assertion has been repeated in Sakhi No. 25 of Mebrnd Parkash:
krw hom siqguru purK mwqw BeI pRsMn ||
BieAw pRkws mwqw pRgt DMn mwq jg DMn || (32)
The Satguru performed the Havan, the Mata (the goddess Durga) was highly
pleased. She appeared with a flash of Divine Light. Hail the goddess!

The same thing has been reiterated in Cur Partap Siiraj in Rut 3 No.4.
Baba Sumer Singh writes as under in Cur Pad Prem Parkash:
mhw bIr sIR hnMUmwn jI pRgt k`C qb dInI ||
lIjY mhwrwj mm Bytw mrXwdw Aiq cInI ||
(gurmiq mwrqMf, pMnw c, C, j, J)

This quotation implies that the Brave Hanuman appeared and presented the
Kacbbebrii (underwear) to Guru Sahib to be included in the Sikh Code of Conduct.
iv) Cur Bilds Piidsbiibi 6 states in ch. 18 that Guru Hargobind Sahib used to
consume hemp:
jbY jwm idn Awin rhwXo ||
sRI guru ibjIAw pwn krwXo ||

(ibjIAw-hemp)
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v)

Bhai Sukha Singh in Gur.Bilas PZidshZihi 10 writes in Ch. 10 and 16 that
Guru Gobind Singh used to consume various types of intoxicants himself
and gave these to others also:
ibjIAw DrCq Aml mMgwvy ||
Awp CkY puin Avr idAwvY ||

(DrCq-opium)

midrw ibjIAw KNwf imlweI ||
crnwimRq iml gwgr pweI ||

(midrw-liquor)

ly inj fyt kwilkw dIny ||
jY BvwnI kI aucr pRbInY ||

vi)

Cur Partdp Siirya Rut 3, Ch. 4 states that Guru Sahib used to consume
opium after crushing it along with almonds and various other aromatic
edibles.
AiDkY sugMD mhkwr sMg || bhu rgV bdwmn sihq BMg ||
eylw lvMg imrcwn kwir || mylXo gulwb Xuq srd bwir || (7)
Xuq CqRDwr siqguru Ckwie || (8)

vii)

(CqRdwr- opium)

Then in Rut 3 Ch. 21, Bh. Santokh Singh mentions that Guru Gobind Singh
asked the drink of hemp to be prepared on large scale for the soldiers
preparing for battle as this was the best of the intoxicants which was
favourite of Mahesh:
XNw qy sRI muKbwk aucwrw || huie suKy kI dyg audwrw ||
isMG hoie jb AwXuD DwrI || mwdk cwhIAq AnMd mJwrI || (39)
sB mwidk qy ibjIAw AwCI || kXoik mhyS Awid ieh bwCI || (4)
viii) Bhagwan Singh Rahitnamia, on the basis of Rahitnamas
obtained from Khatri Singhs of Chainpur Bhabhua, writes in his work Virna!
Bibek Varidh that those who take hemp, are able to fight bravely:
AcIAY su`Kw C`qrDwr || rn my jUJY Apr Awpwr ||

Then mis-quoting Bhai Sahib Mani Singh ji, he states:
"After bestowing Amrit to the whole sangat and equipping them with
weapons, he bade them farewell by asking them to take some
intoxicants. Accordingly Sikhs started taking intoxicants and many of
them were able to achieve concentration of mind."
Note: What a beautiful way to achieve concentration of
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mind! Do the SHillsachieve this state of mind by service, practice of
Gurbdni, disinterested benevolence or by becoming dullard through
intoxication?
(Gurmat Marland, pages v, t, T)

The above are only a few of the fallacious examples to bring out the point.
Citing more such examples results only in more and more of self-ridicule. Such
interpolations in our history have been made intentionally by anti-Sikh and antiGuru people of that time. The later history writers instead of their analytical
examination in the light of tenets of Gurbiini, have repeated these incidents
bluntly. It is also possible that some of these historians themselves may have been
addicted to these intoxicants. In any case, such writings tend to nullify the Gurmat
principles and make the Sikh History a laughing stock and unreliable.
That is why it is most essential to scrutinize and rectify the errors included in
the Sikh history in the light of Gurbiini. The well-wishers of the Pantb have been
crying hoarse for this work since long. Any Historical event if found to be
incongruous with the spirit of Gurbiini must be thoroughly looked into for
correction.
Then how can such historical canards be relied upon in justification with
regard to admissibility of meat-eating? These references are contradictory to the
ideals of Gurbiini as well as other anecdotes in Sikh history wherein the principle
of. 'Mercy on living beings' has been stressed upon. A few of such historical
evidences are given below:

GURU NANAK'S PRECEPT TO DEVLOOTTHE DRAGON
ipRQm qjhu AwimK (mws) ko Kwxw ||
krhu jws ihq jIvn hwnw || 7 ||
kyiqk idn qih rhy gusweI ||
guru isKI kI rIiq clweI ||
siB rwKS ko nwm jpwXo ||
AwimK Kwn iqnih qjvwXo || (18)
suDr sYn jo BUp mhwnw ||
dyvlUq mwnhu iqh Awnw ||
ihMsw nhI jIv kI kIjY ||
siqguru jwp jphu duK CIjY || (20)
(sRI guru nwnk pRkwS pUrbwrD, AiDAwie 44)
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Firstly, you give up meat-eating for which you resort to killing of the living beings.
Set examples for practising Guru's way of life.
The Master spent a number of days there and set example
for practising Guru's way of life.
He made the dragons to recite the Name.
And also made them give up meat-eating.
Sudhar Sain, the Great and Devloot resolved this in their minds
that homicide of living beings be not done rather it should
be replaced by meditation on Ndm revealed by the Guru
for the eradication of all ills and sufferings.
(Sri Gurii Nanah Parkash, 1st Vol., Ch. 44)

DISCOURSE AT MEDINA
gaU BYs Aqy murgIAW jo, hoie hYvwn grIb |||
qh pr CurI hrwm hY, Kwvn iqnw plIq ||.....
jo ibcwry jwnvr, mwrn iqnw rvwl ||
ibnw rjwie Kudwie dI, iqh pr CurI zvwl ||
mueI SY murdwr hY, sihky jwn kvwie ||
KwxI ieh hrwm hY, iqh pr CurI rvwie ||
Kwxw mws gunwh hY, jorI kIAw hlwl ||
zorI kuTw hrwm hY, iqs qy hoie zvwl ||(jnm swKI BweI bwlw)

Cows, buffaloes and hen etc. are meek and helpless animals.
To cut them with knife is a sinful act and consumption of their mea
makes the eaters "polluted".
They who kill the helpless animals and say this has become sacred.
It is against the God's will. The knife of Lord will befall on them.
Whatever is dead is carcass (Murdar).
Eating of which is sinful (Haram).
Flesh eating is a sin.
The use of force to kill is sinful whether one calls it Haldl or Hariim.
Such acts lead to one's downfall.
(janamsakbi Bbai Bala)

PRECEPT TO SHEEHAN UPPAL
Sheehan Uppal was leading a flock of one hundred he- . goats. Guru Angad
Dev ji asked him its purpose. Sheehan
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replied that these were meant for preparation of meat to feed the marriage party of
his son according to the prevalent custom.
Then Guru ji said:
ieqny jIvn ihMsw krY || pwp ibswl Awpn isr DYr || 7 ||
Ab qo sugm jwnIAih kirbo || AMq mhw duK nrkn prbo ||
dyihN swsnw jm ky dUq || qhw n rMck hoie shwie ||
suK Bogygy sgry lok || Awpdw prih qoih bf sok || 8 ||
Drm rwie jb kir hY lyKw || lhY mhw duK rhY n syKw ||
sRI gurU khw kro aupcwr || ijs qy hoie n jIv sMGwr ||
(gur pRqwp sUrj gRMQ, rws 1, AMs 26)

By killing so many living beings,
You are taking upon yourself the responsibility of this sin. (7) Of
course you would now be pleased (to entertain your guests in this
way).
In the end, however, you are destined to undergo terrible sufferings in
the hell.
When the angels of death will torture you,
None of your sons or relatives would be of any help to you there. (8)
Those for whom you are committing this sin (of slaughtering animals)
They will not help you there even a bit.
Now all your relatives will enjoy meat-eating but you will have to
face the adverse consequences all alone. (9)
When Dharam Raj takes the account of your deeds,
You will be faced with terrible troubles.
Sri Guru advised him to devise some means whereby killing of living
beings be averted.
(Gur Partap Surya Grantb, Raas I, Ch. 26)

HUKAMNAMAS OF SRI GURU HARGOBIND JI
Hukamnama # 6, page 12

krqwr krqwr vwcxI | gurU qswfI lj
rKYgw gurU jpxw jnm svrU sMgq
dI kwmnw gurU pUrI kryNgy sMgqI dw
rujgwru hogw iek dwsI rihxw mws m`CI dy nyVy
nhI Awpxw sMgq dI cIrI phuqI hkIkq sB
mlUm hoeI sMgq srbiq iekm juiq hhy iqvy rhxw jwpy gurdws nwl lg rhxw
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krvwr ien no dyidAw rhxw sMgiq aupir
gurU dI KrI KusI hie sMgqI dw rujgwru hogw
sMgiq Awp ivic iekqu krnw
sMgiq dI KrI KusI gurU dInw dy hoNdy hie sb myry
puq hYin sBnw iekqy jIAY hoxw
Agy kwrvwr lydI hQ ilK kyjw hie ah
sBw kwr kih ByjxI !
You recite Kartar! Kartar!
The Guru will protect your honour.
Chant repeatedly Guru Guru.
Then your life will be blessed.
Guru will fulfil the desire of the Sangat
Sangat will get good means of livelihood.
Live in love with only one wife.

DO NOT EVEN CONTEMPLATETO CONSUME FLESHAND FISH.
Sangat's letter received. Came to know the realities,
Sangat should remain in complete unison, and with tenderness with one another.
Help Gurdass and provide him with means of livelihood.
Guru is pleased with the Sangat and they will also be blessed with good means of
livelihood.
Sangat should live in harmony. Guru always helps the weak.
All are my own scions. Live all in concord.
Here-to-fore the situation here has been written and sent through LAD!. Send all
the collections.

Hukamnama # 9, page 15
BweI jwpU BweI gurdwsu BweI murgI BweI jwiq BweI idAwlw
gurU gurU jpxw jnm jnm svrU sMgq dI kwmnw pUrI hogu
sMgqI dw rujgwr hog sMgqI kI kwr ju lyhwgw gurU dI
AwigAw hie kIrqn krxw iek dwsu BlI jugq rhxw mws
mCI dy nyVy nwhI Awvxw pUHrb dI sMgiq gurU dw Kwlsw hie
auprMiq gurU dI AwigAw hie BweI jwpU BweI jwpU BweI gurdws qusNw
sBnw rl ky swry purK dI kwr krxI.....

Bhai Japoo, Bhai Gurdas, Bhai Murar, Bhai jat, Bhai Dyala!
Go on repeating Guru! Guru!
Your lives will be blessed. Sangat's desires would be fulfilled.
Sangat would be blessed with means of livelihood.
The Guru's command is "go on singing praises of God".
Live in humility to one another and in unison.
DO NOT EVERCONTEMPLATETO CONSUME FLESHAND FISH.
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The Sangat of the East is Guru's Khalsa. Thereafter Guru's command
is for Bhai apoo and Bhai Gurdas to remit collections of the East.
In Sudharam Marg, Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji is stated to have sermonised
as under :
One who does not commit the following five deeds, achieves salvation while
living in this very world:
i)
Does not steel others' wealth.
ii)
Does not have extra-marital relations.
iii)
Does not slander others.
iv)
Does not gamble.
v)
Does not consume meat and liquor.

The above script has also been seen written on the fly leaves of a number of
old hand-written holy volumes (manuscripts) of Sri Guru Granth Sahib.
With respect to meat-eating, the main thing which is anti- Gurmat is the
committing of atrocity on innocent living beings. To commit tyranny on any living
being under greed and temptation, is symbolic of savagery in the humans. There
are no two opinions on the fact that Gurbani definitely prohibits the use of
violence and lays stress on showing Mercy on all living beings. Quite a few
quotations from Gurbdni have been quoted earlier in the previous chapter in this
respect.
Some writers of history happened to write recklessly that fish and flesh used
to be cooked in the community kitchen of Guru Angad Dev Ji. On pages 45-46
ante an historical anecdote has been referred to wherein Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji
dissuades Sheehan Uppal from killing animals. He was made to understand that
slaughtering of living beings is a sinful act for which one has to be accounted for in
the end.
What a surprise! Some wayward person has gone to the extent of stating that meat
and fish used to be cooked and served in the Langar of Sri Guru Angad Dev Ji !
Bhai Satta and Bhai Balwand were bards in the Darbar of Guru Angad Dev Ji. In
the ballad contained in Rdmkali Rag of Sri Guru Granth Sahib, they mention
important dainty dishes which used to be served in the Langar of Sri Guru Angad
Dev Ji as under:
(a) lMgr dauliq vMfIAY rsu AMimRq KIir iGAwlI ||
(vwr rwmklI blcMif qQw sqY kI, pMnw 967)
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In Guru's kitchen, is served, sweet rice-pudding prepared with butter oil
and wealth is given to the needy.
(A) inq rsoeI qyrIAY iGau mYdw Kwxu ||
(vwr rwmklI blcMif qQw sqY kI, pMnw 967)

Ever in thy kitchen are served preparations of butter oil, refined wheat-flour
and sugar.
On the basis of the above quotations of the contemporary bards, it can be stressed
that the so-called historical evidence under reference has been interpolated intentionally
by some anti-Sikh elements or supporters of meat-eating, under a well planned
conspiracy. In historical works, there are a number of self-contradictory accounts; some
in support of, and the others against meat-eating. This makes such historical works vague
and ridiculous.
Similarly, the anecdote of cooking of flesh of deer during the visit of Guru Nanak
Dev Ji at Kurukshetra on the occasion of solar eclipse, is also put forth erroneously by
meat-eaters in their support.
Only the mystic Satguru knows the real import of his mysterious ways. However
in order to understand the mystery behind this anecdote, the deciding factor in this case is
Gurbiini uttered by the Guru on that occasion and which is also found in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib. The relevant hymn is adduced below:
slok m: 1 ||
pihlNw mwshu inMimAw mwsY AMdir vwsu ||
jIau pwie mwsu muih imilAw hfu cMmu qnu mwsu ||
mwshu bwhir kiFAw mMmw mwsu igrwsu ||
muhu mwsY kw jIB mwsY kI mwsY AMdir swsu ||
vfw hoAw vIAwihAw Gir lY AwieAw mwsu ||
mwshu hI mwsu aupjY mwshu sBo swku ||
siqguir imilAY hukmu bJIAY qW ko AwvY rwis ||
Awip Cuty nh CucIAY nwnk bcin ibxwsu || 1 ||
m: 1 ||
mwsu mwsu kir mUrKu JgVy igAwnu iDAwnu nhI jwxY ||
kauxu mwsu kauxu swgu khwvY iksu mih pwp smwxy ||
gYNfw mwir hom jg kIey dyviqAw kI bwxy ||
mwsu Coif bYis nku pkVih rwqI mwxs Kwxy ||
PVu kir lokNw no idKlwvih igAwnu iDAwnu nhI sUJY ||
nwnk AMDy isau ikAw khIAY khY n kihAw bUJY ||
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AMDw soie ij AMDu kmwvY iqsu irdY is locn nwhI ||
mwq ipqw kI rkqu inpMny mCI mwsu n KWhI ||
iesqRI purKY jW inis mylw aQY mMDu kmwhI ||
mwshu inMmy mwshu jMmy hm mwsY ky BWfy ||
igAwnu iDAwnu kCu sUJY nwhI cqur khwvY pWfy ||
bwhr kw mwsu mMdw suAwmI Gr kw mwsu cMgyrw ||
jIA jMq siB mwshu hoey jIie lieAw vwsyrw ||
ABKu BKih BuK qij Cofih AMDu gurU ijn kyrw ||
mwshu inMmy mwshu jMmy hm mwsY ky BWfy ||
igAwnu iDAwnu kCu sUJY nwhI cquru khwvY pWfy ||
mwsu purwxI mwsu kqybI chu juig mwsu kmwxw ||
jij kwij vIAwih suhwvY aQY mwsu smwxw ||
iesqRI purK inpjih mwshu pwiqswh sulqwnW ||
jy aie idsih nrik jWdy qW aun kw dwnu n lYxw ||
dyNdw nrik surig lYdy dyKhu eyhu iD|wxw ||
Awip n bUJY lok buJwey pWfy Krw isAwxw ||
pWfy quU jwxY hI nwhI ikQhu mwsu aupMnw ||
qoieAhu AMnu kmwdu kpwhW qoieAhu gMnw ||
qoAw AwKY hau bhu ibiD hCw qoAY bhuq ibkwrw ||
eyqy rs Coif jovY sMinAwsI nwnku khY ivcwrw || 2 ||
(vwr mlwk kI mhlw 1, pMnw 1289-90)

Slok Mohalla 1.
Man is first conceived in flesh and then abides in (the womb of) flesh.
When he is invested with life he gets flesh (in the form of tongue,
gums, palate etc.) in the mouth. His bones, skin rather the entire body are
nothing but flesh.
When he is taken out of the womb of flesh, he sucks the teats of
flesh for his feed.
He has his mouth of flesh, tongue of flesh and he breaths in the body of
flesh.
When he grows up, he is married and brings home (the wife formed of)
flesh.
Flesh (in the form of offspring’s) is produced from (the parents' body of)
flesh and all the relations of man are established through flesh ..
It is only when one meets with the True Guru he imbibes the knowledge of
Lord's Will and then alone he is put on the right path.
Nanak says, by one's own efforts one cannot be released through mere
discussion but is ruined.
Mohalla 1.
The fools quarrel over the interpretation of flesh and know not God's gnosis
`(Divine Wisdom) and insight.
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They know not what is called non-vege or vege or in the consumption of
what does Sin consist.
'Yajnas' and 'havans' (fire worship) are performed and thereby rhinos are
killed and offered as sacrificial food to please gods who are behoved to be
addicted to it.
They who abandon meat and can not withstand its very flavor while sitting
near it, devour men in the darkness of night.
They, in fact, practice hypocrisy and make a show of it to people (to deceive
them) but are devoid of God's gnosis and divine insight.
'Nanak'-what can be said to the blind person (viz. devoid of inner eye) who
can neither explain nor understand what is said to him.
He alone is blind who performs deed s devoid of wisdom and who has no
insight.
Those whose formation is from the blood of their parents, (they claim purity
simply because) they eat not fish and flesh.
When man and his wife assemble at night there they co-habit with flesh.
In flesh we are conceived, from flesh we are born and our bodies are formed
of flesh.
O Pandit l You do not possess divine wisdom and. insight and yet you claim
to be a shrewd person.
O learned man! (What a paradox l) You consider flesh of home good and
outside flesh bad.
All creatures have sprung from flesh and the soul has taken its abode in flesh
(of the womb).
Those whose, Guru is devoid of inner eye, eat what is unworthy of eating
and abandon or reject what is worth eating.
In flesh we are conceived, from flesh we are born and our bodies are formed
of flesh.
O Brahmin! You do not possess divine wisdom and insight and yet you
claim to be a shrewd person.
Flesh has a mention in the Puranas as also in Semitic Texts and flesh has its
existence in all the four ages.
In Yajnas and marriage functions, flesh appears in various forms (viz. flesh
formed men and women as also flesh of rhinos as sacrificial food for gods)
which adorns the functions.
Women, men, kings and emperors all spring from flesh.
If they are seen going to hell (simply for their being formed of flesh) what is
fun in accepting charities offered by them?
Just see this injustice what the Alms-giver goes to hell and the receiver goes
to heaven.
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O Pandit !You do not have the true wisdom yourself but you impart
instructions to others and you claim to be wise.
O Brahmin! You know not whence flesh has sprung.
From water are produced corn, sugercane and cotton and from water has
also sprung all the three worlds.
Water says, 'I am good in many ways' but divergent are the various facets
of water.
Nanak says this philosophy: "Abandoning all the relishes (produced by
water) one becomes a real ascetic."
After minute study of the above slokas, it becomes apparent that these slokas
do not give any indication in support of meat-eating anywhere. The essence of the
doctrinal points emerging from these is as under:
i)
It is futile and useless to express one's disgust just by hearing the very name
of flesh as blasphemous. The human body itself is nothing but flesh. It is
born from flesh and its all organs are made of flesh.
ii)
Right from the time of conception in the womb of the mother up to the full
development of the body and finally up to its final extinction, human beings
encounter flesh in many forms-in its internal as well as external activities,
e.g., Womb of the mother (wherein one abodes for nine months), the
umbilical cord (which conduits nourishment from the mother's abdomen),
the breast (for sucking the milk), mouth, tongue etc. When one grows up one
is married to flesh (Le. wife comprising of flesh), from whom is again born
flesh in form of sons and daughters.
iii)
The type of flesh referred to above is flesh no doubt, but this type of flesh
comes into use as an instrument for ensuring the biological and
physiological functioning of the body. This does not involve any tyranny,
violence or sinful action of any type. Everybody knows that womb of the
mother, umbilical cord, teats, mouth, tongue, wife, daughters and sons which
all are connected with human way of life at different stages, are all made of
flesh; but the point of consideration is, does anyone ever eat such sort of
flesh? The real purpose of the slokas quoted here is to rid the Vaishnav
Pandit's mind of the hatred towards the literal name of flesh. At the same
time the truth has
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iv)

been brought out that one cannot get rid of the flesh (i.e. the cycle of births
and deaths) through one's own efforts and contrivances. It is only through
the True Guru's grace that one can truly understand the Divine Will and then
get rid of the flesh (Le. cycle of births and deaths).
It is foolish to start bitter controversy over flesh, without grasping the true
knowledge and insight. Without the true knowledge to be obtained from the
True Guru, one cannot understand what is flesh and. what is vegetable and
consumption of what involves sin. In the true sense, neither the flesh nor the
vegetable is condemnable. Actually condemnable is the tyranny, violence
and evil means adopted in the act of obtainingthe meat which are outcome of
one's lustful palate andis, thus, a sinful act. Even the vegetarian food
obtained through foul means of bribery, extortion and exploitation, is
deplorable :
hku prwieAw nwnk ausu suAr ausu gwie ||
(vwr mwJ, m: 1, pMnw 141)

(Nanak) Grabbing the rightful share of others is swine for him (the
Muslim) and cow for him (the Hindu).
bhu prpMc kir pr Dnu ilAwvY ||
suq dwrw pih Awin lutwvY ||

(soriT sRI kbIr jI, pMnw 656)

Practicing foul means the man captures another's wealth
which he squanders on .his wife and sons.
Kuis Kuis lYdw vsqu prweI ||
vyKy suxy qyry nwil KudweI ||

(mwrU m: pMnw 1020)

You are snatching goods belonging to others but the
omnipresent God is constantly watching all your activities.
At Malik Bhago's feast, Guru Nanak Dev Ji refused to
partake dainty dishes because these were prepared through wealth snatched from
the poor people by force. When one ·kills the living beings for obtaining meat, the
blood virtually flows out and the use of tyranny and oppression is obvious.
Certainly such an action is brutal
and is thus sinful according to Gurbiini :
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AsMK glvF hiqAw kmwih ||
AsMK pwpI pwpu kir jwih || 28 ||

(jpujI)

Countless people are the cut-throats who commit murders. Numberless are the
sinners, who go on committing this particular sin.

v)

Simply by avoiding flesh as food no one can become holy. One can become
a religious person only by leading a pious life and not simply by practising
the rituals or by renouncing certain foods. The definition of religious life is
very extensive and deep. However, basically it can be defined as having full
faith in the Creator and heading towards complete unison with Him through
Ndrn-Simran.
srb Drm mih syRst Drmu ||
hir ko nwmu jip inrml krmu ||

(gauVI m: p, pMnw 266)

Of all the Divine Virtues the top most is Niirn-Simran and Ndm-Simran is the
only purifying religious deed.

Other virtuous deeds e.g. truthful livings, contentment, mercy, nonattachment, renunciation, goodwill towards others etc., are very essential and
noble qualities of man. However, their grace is enhanced only in conjunction
with Niirn-Simran just as a marriage party looks glorious only in the
company of the bridegroom. In fact, all these virtues emanate only from
Niim-Simran and without Ndrn- Simran, they lose their significance
because in that case, they tend to create ego.
It is important to cultivate one or more of the abovementioned virtues.
However, one can become a fully religious person only if he also adheres to
the Niim- Simran, the most important basis of all the virtues. Without NdmSimran, all other qualities are reduced to false ostentation. If a zero is
placed after any numeral, its value is increased. But all alone it is a mere
zero.
hir ibnu Avr ikRAw ibrQy ||
jp qp sMjm krm kmwxy ieih arY mUsy || 1 || rhwau ||
jp qp sMjm mih rhqw iqn kw AwFu n pwieAw ||
AwgY clxu Aauru hY BweI aUhW kwim n AwieAw || 1 ||
(gauVI mwlw mhlw p, pMnw 216)
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Without ruminating upon God (i.e, Ndrn-Simran), all other performances are in vain.
Mere lip recitation, penance, self-austerity and other rituals are all snatched (as tax by
the jamraj) at the outset. (Pause).
He who observes fasting, daily rites of austere obstinence cannot get even a penny in
return.
In the domain following death, the currency is different.
These rituals are of no avail there (in the True Court).

The source of holiness or piety is nothing else but NAM. Without NdmSimran, one remains impure even if one performs all other so-called
virtuous deeds specified above. Then, if a human being who is basically
formed of blood and semen, contends that he is pious simply because of his
avoidance of flesh and fish as food, that claim is absolutely false and
farcical.
vi) An interesting paradox! On one hand they (Vaishnav Brahmins) make a
show of being strict vegetarians and on the other hand, they kill the rhinos
and perform the yajnas in order to please the various gods, known to be
addicted to flesh. On one hand they claim restraint from use of flesh of
animals but in their actual dealings they do not hesitate to devour the
humans in a different way. With all this, are their actions anything less than
a sheer fraud?
vii) Men, women, kings etc., all have basically sprung from flesh and are formed
of flesh. If flesh is condemnable, then all flesh-formed people would be
destined to hell. Then how can all those who claim to be vegetarians but
depend for their livelihood on alms given by such meat-eating people, can
hope to go to heaven? Here Guruji is depicting inconsistencies in practice of
Vaishnav Brahmins and making a mockery of these.
viii) All provisions available in this world are produced from water which is
considered as the basis for all the products. Water has vital force for
everyone and everything and hence it is a laudable element. As also are all
other things produced from water. However, if one uses these products
recklessly under the fit of one's relish, then the consumption of these very
good products causes harm and
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the body writhe in pain and the mind is also profaned. Hence, only that
person can attain the position of a Saint who, through Ndm-Simran, can
rise above the sensual pleasures.
Thus from the above, it becomes evident that this hymn really aims at
removing misgivings in the minds of Vaishnav Pandits regarding their so-called
defilement with the mere touch of flesh. And it also exposes the hollowness of the
self-contradictory and false beliefs and in consistencies in their religious practices.
The claim of the meat-eaters that the use of this hymn in providing justification for
eating meat is, thus, totally ill-conceived.
There are some anecdotes mentioned in history regarding hunting
expeditions of the Guru Sahibs. Meat-eaters bank upon these historical narratives
in their support. However, if we look into these incidents in some depth then it
becomes evident that hunting by the Satguru Ji was practiced not for obtaining
flesh for food but for some other higher purposes :
i)
To practice the arms for self-defense against any eventuality.
ii)
To rid people of carnivorous animals like tigers, bears etc.
iii)
To cause salvation of the souls of persons who took birth in the form of
various types of animals as a result of their previous sins.
In all the stories concerning hunting of animals by the Gurus, one or the
other of the above-mentioned purposes is brought out and hinted in historical
narratives. It is very appropriate to mention here that Guru Har Rai Sahib also used
to go on hunting expeditions. It is a historical fact that he had given clear
instructions to the hunting party, not to kill any animal. His main purpose was to
catch ailing and wounded animals, treat them with care, and release them in the
forest after they recovered. Such hunting was not under the influence of avarice
etc., but was prompted by the instinct of benevolence.
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RE: ARGUMENT NO.4
The meat-eating brothers generally resort to the argument to re-enforce their
case that, like animals, all food grains, vegetables etc., also contain living
organisms. Thus, both vegetarian and non-vegetarian foods are at par.
If we consider the above contention in some depth and with an unbiased
intention, the difference between the above two kinds of foods becomes clear.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTIVE LIFE AND ENERGY
FOR LIFE
The whole creation can be broadly classified into two major divisions:
Creatures bestowed with active life and those which are inanimate. Creatures with
active life are humans, animals, birds etc., who possess the sense of feeling,
thinking power and sentiments. The other creation consisting of commodities of
various types fall in the category of inanimate beings. The difference is selfevident.
If we give a bit more careful and analytical thought to it, we find that the
whole creation has sprung from four sources:
(a) Through eggs
(b) Through placenta
(c) Out of filth, and
(d) From the earth
The creation covered under the first three categories possesses active life
whereas that produced from the last category contains only energy for life instead
of active life. And there is a world of difference between active life and mere
energy for life.
The place where food grains are grounded is always called a grinding mill,
whereas the place where animals are killed for obtaining meat, is called a
slaughter-house. Why? Simply because the grains contain only energy for life
whereas animals have active life. This difference in characteristic forms the basis
of nomenclature of these two places.
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ATTACHMENT AND RENUNCIATION
Before the birth of a child, milk is automatically produced and is stocked in
the breasts of the mother as a natural process. This milk is created by the Creator,
as a natural source of nourishment for the child. No doubt the milk does contain
microbes and germs. Does the child become a born criminal by sucking mother's
milk containing the microbes? Absolutely not! By having this natural food, none
can become a criminal. How can the human life be sustained without food?
Gurbdni dearly states;
pihlo do qYN irjku smwhw ||
ipCo dy qYN jMqu aupwrw || 6 ||

(mwJ m: p, pMnw 130)

Firstly thou provided sustenance;
Afterwards thou created the beings.

The creator has provided food for one and all. Eating is for the sake of life.
As the child grows in age, the milk in the mother's breasts starts receding. Nature
provides teeth to the child to enable him to eat. What to eat? Natural food created
by the Lord for this purpose;
Awid purK qy hoie Anwid ||
jpIAY nwmu AMn kY swid || 1 || rhwau ||

(goNf kbIr jI, pMnw 873)

From the Primal Lord wells up corn etc.,
Then alone, can the Name be repeated, if the mortals consume the energy-giving
grains.

Sikhism is neither a path of total renunciation, nor that of total attachment. It
is a way of moderation (Seb;). However, attachment also has to be within
reasonable limits. Being so engrossed in attachments, to the extent of forgetting
one's goal of life, leads to perversion. To abstain from food as an act of
renunciation is anti-Gurmat :
AMn bwhir jo nr hovih ||
qIin Bvn mih ApnI Kovih || 2 ||
Cofih AMnu krih pwKMf ||
nw sohwgin nw aih rMf || 3 ||
(goNf kbIr jI, pMnw 873)
The man who abstains from grains loses his honour in the tripple-domained world. (2)
Those who abandon grains (natural food) really practice hypocrisy, they neither fall in the
category of a 'bride' nor that of a 'widow'. (3)
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To nourish the body to enable it to do Niim-Simran; is ordained by Guru
Sahib:
Git vsih crxwribMd rsnw jpY gupwl ||
nwnk so pRBu ismrIAY iqsu dyhI kau pwil || 2 ||
(vwr ibhwgVw, m: p, pMnw 554)
With the tongue should be repeated Lord's Name.
So that the lotus-feet of the Lord may be imprinted on the mind.
'Nanak' the human body should be so nurtured that contemplation of Ndm may be
possible.

On the pretext of nourishment of the body and providing strength and energy
to it, people kill animals for purpose of food. This reflects their engrossment with
attachment. To abandon grain or corn-food is total renunciation and to eat animal
flesh for food is extreme attachment. Both are against the teachings of Gurmat to
their extreme. The pure Gurmat way of life is to adopt 'SEH]' (the middle way) i.e.
renunciation within the attachment to life.
Pure Way of Life
Lust, anger, greed, infatuation and conceit are five most powerful
psychological instincts in mind and are certainly essential for the progress of the
individual as well as the society. As long as these remain within limits, these help
in overall progress and are considered as invaluable assets for the mankind.
Gurbdni brings out this point clearly as below:
kwmu koRDu duie krhu bsoly gofhu DrqI BweI ||
ijau gofhu iqaU qum suK pwvhu ikrqu n myitAw jwe || 3 ||
(bsMq m: 1, pMnw 2271)
Make both lust and wrath your hand-bars and thereby loosen your field (of mind)
0'Brother.
The more you hoe, the more the peace and prosperity you get because the
responsibility ordained by the Creator (towards prosperity of self and the society)
cannot be averted.

But, when use of above natural instincts crosses reasonable limits and
becomes uncontrollable, these become perverse and sinful. And this ultimately
leads to the decline of human glory and power.
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kwmu koRp kwieAw kau gwlY ||
ijau kMcn sohwgw FwlY ||

(rwmklI m: 1, aAMkwr, 932)

As borax melts gold, so lust and anger waste the body away.

It is a very subtle point, by understanding which one achieves spiritual peace
in life. Otherwise life becomes sinful, diseased and afflicted with grief.
Medically speaking the disease in body is caused by unreasonable excess or
decrease of any element in the body, howsoever important and useful that may be.
For instance, a reasonable proportion of acid ip the stomach is most essential for
the proper digestion of food and its conversion into blood and semen. But on the
other hand, excess of the same acid becomes a disease (Acidity).
Thus the obvious inference that naturally comes out is that it is imperative
for man to eat proper food provided by nature. As against this, it is sinful to kill
living beings under the pressure of one's relish or one's impulse to replenish the
energy lost through licentious way of life. This indicates degradation of lifestyle.

FOOD AND SOTAK IMPURITY
Like the fanatically habitual meat-eaters, the Brahmins have also tried to
confuse the innocent masses with their doctrine of siaak impurity (i.e. impurity
said to be associated with birth in the house). Guru Nanak Dev Ji has clearly
exposed this erroneous belief in the 18th sloka of Eisa ki Var as below:
sloku m: 1 ||
jy kih sUqku mMnIAY sB qY sUqku hoie ||
gohy AqY lkVI AMdir kIVw hoie ||
joqy dwxy AMn ky jIAw bwJu n koie ||
pihlw pwxI jIau hY ijqu hirAw sBu koie ||
sUqku ikau kir rKIAY sUqku pvY rsoie ||
nwnk sUqku eyv n auqrY igAwnuu auqwry Doie || 1 ||
m: 1 ||
mn kw sUqku loBu hY ijhvw sUqku kUVu ||
AKI sUqku vyKxw pr iqRA pr Dn rUpu ||
kMnI sUqk kMin pY lwieqbwrI Kwih ||
nwnk hMsw AwdmI bDy jm puir jwih || 2 ||
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m: 1 ||
sBo sUqku Brmu hY dujY lgY jwie ||
jMmxu mrnw hukmu hY BwxY AwvY jwie ||
Kwxw pIxw pivqR hY idqonu irjku sMbwih ||
nwnk ijn@I gurmuiK buiJAw iqn@w sUqku nwih || 3 ||
(pMnw 472-73)
Slok M.I.
If we believe in siitae impurity, then such an impurity occurs everywhere.
Inside cowdung and wood are found worms,
No grain of cereals is without life in it,
Water, the basic element is iife in itself. Whereby life is sustained.
How can siuak be warded off which (according to Brahmnic belief) is occurring
even in the kitchen.
(Nanak) siitale impurity cannot be removed like this.
It can be removed only through Divine Wisdom.
M.1.
The mind's siitale is avarice, the tongue's falsehood.
The eye's siitak is coveting others' womens' beauty and others' wealth.
The ear's siitae is listening to slander.
(Nanak) by such practices the otherwise pious soul goes in bonds to the Valley of
Death.
M.l.
Entire belief in siitak is illusion and results in attachment to duality (i.e. worship
of other than God).
Births and deaths are subject to the Lord's command, and through Divine Will,
everyone takes birth and dies.
Food and water that the Lord has provided for sustenance of
His creation is all pure.
(Nanak) those who have perceived this secret through the
Guru's will, are not affected by siitale (impurity).

The first four lines of the above sloka refer to the theory of Siitah impurity
propounded by the Brahmins. It also explains the doctrinal point that if we accept
this theory of siitae impurity, all living beings must be considered as sinners and
impure because they eat grains and cereals as their food.
The fifth line poses a question as to how can one be saved from this
impurity. The next lines provide answer to this question that we can escape this
impurity (sutak) only through Divine Knowledge and wisdom derived from the
Guru.
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The second sloka explains the real impurities vitiating the human beings. It
has been brought out that the mind is impure because of greed and avarice. The
tongue is impure because of falsehood. The eye's impurity lies in coveting others'
women's beauty and that of the ears in listening to slanderous talks about others.
Man, engrossed with such impurities, falls in the deathnoose of the Yamahthe angels of death.
In the end, Guru Sahib explains the essence of the whole discussion that the
theory of siUak-impurity of the house caused by the birth of a child-is all a fallacy
and leads to the path of duality. The cycle of birth and death is controlled by His
Will, and the food made out of grains and cereals is completely pure and
appropriate. Food has been provided by the Merciful Sustainer, the Lord God, for
the sustenance of humanity, and its consumption is not at all sinful. To assume
that this sanction of Gurbani in respect of natural food-stuffs implies permission
for eating animal flesh, is absolutely contrary to the quintessence of the Gurbiini:
The devotees of God have always beseeched Him for virtuous food for their
sustenance and it has been mentioned in the Gurbiini .
BUKy Bgiq n kIjY || Xh mwlw ApnI lIjY ||
hau mWgau sMqn rynw || mY nwhI iksI kw dynw || 1 ||
mwDo kYsI bnY qum sMgy || Awip n dyhu q lyvau mMgy || rhwau ||
duie syr mWgau cUnw || pwau GIau sMig lUnw ||
AD syr mWgau dwly || mo kau donau vKq ijvwly || 2 ||
Kwt mWhau caupweI || isrhwnw Avr qulweI ||
aupr kau mWgau KINDw || qyrI Bgiq krY jnu QIDw || 3 ||
mY nwhI kIqw lbo || qyrI Bgiq krY jnu QIDw || 3 ||
kih kbIr mnu mwinAw || mnu mwinAw qau hir jwinAw || 4 || 11 ||

(soriT sRI kbIr jI, pMnw 656)

With starvation no devotion is possible,
Here take back this rosary of Thine, 0' Lord,
I seek only the dust of the feet of the holy,
And I owe nothing to anyone. (1)
o Lord! How sublime and devoid of formality is my relation with
You, That if You do not grant me my necessities of life Yourself
Then I do not hesitate to beg for the same from Thee. (pause)
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Two seers of flour I ask for
A quarter seer of ghee with a pinch of salt.
Half a seer of beans I seek
On this provision feed me twice daily. (2)
A four-legged cot I seek
With pillow and mattress.
I ask for a quilt as a covering to safeguard from cold So that Thy slave
may perform Thy devotional service with love. (3)
Nothing have I sought out of greed
Thy name only befits me.
Says Kabir when one's mind has acquired faith,
One surely witnesses his presence. (4)(11).
Note: The translation of the opening couplet is controversial.
gopwl qyrw Awrqw ||
jo jn qumrI Bgiq krMqy iqn ky kwj svwrqw || 1 || rhwau ||
dwil sIDw mwgau GIau || hmrw KusI krY inq jIau ||
pnIAw Cwdnu nIkw || Anwju mgau sq sI kw || 1 ||
gau BYs mgau lwvygI || iek qwjin qurI cMgyrI ||
Gr kI gIhin cMgI || jnu DMnw lyvY mMgI || 2 || 4 ||

(DnwsrI sRI DMnw jI, pMnw jI, pMnw 695)
Lord Thy devotional worship is such that
Those who are Thy devotees, Thou fulfil their objectives. (pause)
I beg for lentils, flour and some ghee
Whereby my heart may be in a state of ecstasy with Thy worship.
I also seek footwear and good clothing
And grain grown over well-ploughed land. 0)
A milch cow and buffalo I ask for,
As also a good Arabian mare,
Thy slave Dhanna begs also for a faithful and devout wife.

The above quotations from the Gurbdni leave absolutely no doubt that one does
not commit any sinful act by eating this type of food consisting of grains, cereals etc.
Rather, eating of such foods is imperative for the sustenance of life and
worship of the Lord.
There is a big difference between the diet of foodgrains and that of animal flesh.
To place them at par with each other is nothing short of injustice. The following two
examples would elucidate it further.
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(A) Hair- Their upkeep vs. sacrilege
Kesbds (Le. Hair) are of paramount importance in Sikhism. These are
considered as an insignia of Guru Sahib. For this reason it is mandatory for the
Sikhs to pay due respect to hair, nourish and keep them in a befitting way. For this
very purpose, the Sikhs are ordained to comb the hair twice daily i.e. morning and
evening:
kMGw dono vkq kr pwg cuny kr bwDeI ||
dwqn nIq kry nw duK pwey lwl jI ||
(rihqnwmw BweI nMd lwl jI)
One who combs the hair two times, and rolls turban accurately setting its folds;
and cleanse the teeth daily with a twig, never faces any plight.

Now while combing the hair, it is natural that some dead or broken hair
either fall off or come alongwith the comb. In another case, some people under the
influence of the prevalent fashion, remove their hair with scissors, blade or razor.
In both these cases, the loss of hair is there. However, combing of the hair is a part
and parcel of the Khalsa, Rahit (Code of Conduct) for careful upkeep and
maintenance of hair and hence it is a praise-worthy act. As against this, the
removal of hair by using scissors, razors etc., is a cardinal sin and is strictly
banned. The former is part of the Do ~whereas the latter one is listed among
the Big don'tsalthough the hair gets removed in both the cases.
(B) Attachment to one's wedded wife vs. fornication
Sikhs attach primary importance to family life. Our Gurus were all family
men. In the history of Guru Hargobind Sahib, he is said to have declared that 'Wife
is a symbol of faith'. However Gurmat stresses the Gursikh family man to have an
exemplary character :
eykw nwrI jqI hoie pr nwrI DI BYx vKwxY || 9 ||
(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 6)
One who limits his marriage relations to one's own wife and considers other
women as daughters and sisters, is considered a celibate person.

To have illicit marital relations is considered one of the
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cardinal sins in Sikhism and is, therefore, mandatorily
prohibited:
inj nwrI ky sMg nyhu qum inq bFYXhu ||

(pwqSwhI10)

pr nwrI kI syj BUil supny hUM n jYXhu || 51 ||

One may go on enhancing his love for his wife,
However, one should not copulate with others' wives even in one's dream.
(Padsbabi 10)
pr iqRA rwvix jwih syeI qw lwjIAih ||

(Punhy m: 5, pMnw 1362)
Those who go out with others' women folk to flirt,
Are sorted out as patits (the degraded ones) in the True Court.
hau iqsu Goil GumwieAw pr nwrI dy nyiV n jwvY || 4 ||

(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 12)
I am all sacrifice to him who does not go near another's wife (with polluted mind).
pr bytI ko bytI jwnY || pr iesqRI ko mwq bKwnY ||
ApnI iesqRI soN rq hoeI || rhqnwmw guru kw isK soeI ||

(rihqnwmw BweI dysw isMG jI)
One must consider another's daughter as one's own daughter and another's wife as
one's mother. One who loves only one's own wife, is considered a Gursikh
committed to the Sikh Code of Conduct.

If a morally depraved person who does not hesitate to go
in for illicit marital relations, claims that there is no difference
between him and a faithful married man because both are
having sexual relations with the 'woman, then Gurbiini
immediately hits such a person with full force as below:
gupqu krqw sMig so pRb fhkwvey mnuKwie ||
ibswir hir jIau ibKY Bogih qpq QMm gil lwie || 1 ||
ry nr kwie pr igRih jwie ||
kucl kTor kwim grDB qum nhI suina Drmrwie || 1 || rhwau ||

(mwrU m: p, pMnw 1001)

One does evil deeds in secrecy but He (the Lord) is ever with him;
Thus one can deceive only human beings.
Forgetting the Lord thou indulgest in evil passions,
Thou shall be made to embrace hot pillars (1)
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O Man, why goest thou to another's woman?
O filthy rigid-hearted and lustful ass, have you not heard of the Righteous Judge?
jYsw sMgu ibsIAr isau hY ry qYso hI iehu pr ighu ||

(Awsw m: p, pMnw 403)
Flirting with another's woman is just like bite of a poisonous snake.

It is, thus, clear from the above discussion that leading a family life is in
perfect accord with the Law of Nature for the continuity of the human race and,
therefore, it is the sacred activity that is absolutely permissible in the Gurmat Way
of Life. On the other hand, adultery with other women is a vile action that leads to
degradation of human social life and, therefore, is strictly against the instructions
of Gurmat, although in both cases sexual intercourse is involved.
The distinction found in the removal of hair by combing on one hand and
that by using razor, scissors on the other handand the distinction observed between
two types of sex relations-one with exclusively the wedded wife and other with
another's spouse, 'the same distinction is seen between two types of food viz., the
food of grains, lentils etc., and that acquired from the flesh of living beings. The
former is quite a righteous whereas the latter is an abominable vice. These are all
very strong explanations of the difference between these two types of food but the
imperviousness of those, fond of meateating, would not accept any reasoning,
howsoever sound it is. It is, however, self-evident to all rational thinkers.
So far, an effort has been made to explain the distinction between the food
obtained from grains and that from animal flesh. It is unfair to equate the two.
However, in spite of the most pertinent and solid logic in this respect, the real
satisfaction can only be attained through testimony from the urbdni. In Gurbdni,
vegetarian food has been commended as absolutely just. As against this, food of
flesh has been clearly condemned. When two types of food have been mentioned at
the same place, commending one and condemning the other, then what more
clarification is needed in the matter?
In Gurbdni there exists open support of grain food and clear condemnation
of flesh eating:
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kbIr KUbu Kwnw KIcrI jw mih AimRq lonu ||
hyrw rotI kwrny glw ktwvY kaunu || 188 ||

(slok kbIr jI, pMnw 1374)
(Kabir) sublime is a dish of Kedgeree made delicious with salt.
Who would then like to have his throat cut for food of flesh obtained by hunting
the animals.

Thus the Gurmat-stand in this respect is absolutely apparent. If someone
goes on denying to accept this truth, what else can be done?

RE: ARGUMENT NO. 5
"Man becomes brave by eating jbatea meat."
Bravery is not associated with meat-eating at all. It is an impulse sprouting
from the spirit of self-sacrifice. The tyrants sacrifice others for their selfish
motives. The really brave are ever ready for self-sacrifice for the sake of a noble
cause. We are all well aware of the exemplary holy battles fought by the . Khalsa
horde against the tyrant Mughal armies. On one hand, the Mughal soldiers were
known to be habitual eaters of one whole fat-tailed ram each; on the other hand, in
the army of the Guru, there were Sikh soldiers with comparatively much lesserbuilt bodies and who were surviving on handful of grams or other coarse grains.
However, they were mentally very strong and brave. These brave, semi-nourished
Sikhs had been blessed with the power of the Ndm-Amrit by which they not only
gave a very tough fight to the Mughals but very often defeated them.
If the meat-eating were the basis of bravery, then the Khalsa armies would
never withstand the onslaught of the Mughals. However, the secret of real bravery
lies in the strength of the spirit leading one to self-realisation and then to
selfsacrifice.
The powerless and weak person can be intimidated by any: person. Real
bravery is tested only when One is faced with a stronger one. When those who kill
the poor partridges, quails, chickens and goats for their food, and thereby claim to
be brave,their claim is only ludicrous. The reality is just the opposite. By eating the
weak and helpless small creatures, human spirit becomes weak giving way to
cowardice. When the butcher
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catches hold of the fowls or animals for killing, they become scared out of fright
and try their best to escape. At the time of their death they are overcome by fear
and helplessness. When a person eats the flesh of the animals who die in this state
of mind, full!of objection and fear, how can the spirit of bravery develop into his
mind? There is a well-known sayingnfu ‘jYsw AMn qYsw mn" which means that the
state of one's mind depends upon what one eats. By eating the flesh of the timid
and weak animals, only timidness and chicken-heartedness can develop in a
person. The real spirit of bravery can be achieved only through the Guru's Word:
jw kau hir rMgu lwgo iesu jug mih so khIAq hY sUrw ||
(DrwhrI m: 5, pMnw 680)
He alone is called brave in this world, who is imbued with God's Love.

Gurbdni further highlights the real qualities of the really brave people as
compared to those of the so-called physically strong, thus leaving no doubt and
apprehension in one's mind:
sUry eyih n AwKIAih AhMkwir mrih duKu pwvih ||
AMDy Awpu n pCwxnI dUjY pic jwvih ||
Aiq kroD isau AhMkwr lUJdy AgY ipCY duKu pwvih ||
hir jIau AhMkwr n BwveI vyd kUik suxwvih ||
AhMkwr muey sy ivgqI gey mir jnmih iPir Awvih || 9 ||
(mwrU vwr m: 3, pMnw 1089)
They are not called the brave, who die while in spirit of pride and thus suffer pain.
Those spiritually blind people know not their own 'Self' and are putrefied in the
love of something else.
In the spirit of great wrath they fight, but they writhe in pain here and hereafter.
The Vedas are also proclaiming loud that the Reverend Lord likes not pride.
Those who die of ego, cannot attain salvation.
They die and are born again and again.

The real test of the bravery lies in the spirit to die for the cause of the weak
and the oppressed:
sUrw so pihcwnIAY ju lrY dIn ky hyq ||
(mwrU slok kbIr jI, pMnw 1105)
The truly brave is one who dies in the defence of the humble.
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One who mercilessly kills the weak and the oppressed, i.e. the mute and innocent
animals, birds etc., simply for the satisfaction of the taste of his tongue, or who
tries to replenish the bodily energy lost through his licentious way of life, by
sucking their blood, and then boasts of his bravery, only reveals the bankruptcy of
his intelligence and nothing else.

RE: ARGUMENT NO. 6
"Meat is a nourishing food leading to development of a robust body."
The subject relating to nutritional value of the nonvegetarian foods falls in
the sphere of medical science. The medical views in this respect are varied. Some
doctors are of the opinion that flesh of animals has more of A-class proteins and
thus their intake helps in bringing strength to the body. As contrary to it, the other
medical view is that the flesh as food is unnatural for the human body. Its
consumption by humans leads to the deterioration of their gums, digestive system
and blood pressure. Hereunder are given a few of similar medical opinions :
a)
"Meat is an unnatural food. Its consumption leads to a number of diseases
e.g. fistula, tuberculosis etc. At the moment meat-eating is known to be the
cause of 99% of the diseases in the world."
(Dr.joseph Old Field)
b)
"Meat-eating leads to headache, constipation, heart lesion, loss of vitality
and a number of other disorders."
(Dr. WHL Chen)
c)
A Fistula specialist Dr. Well, writes in his book that every year about 255
million people in the whole world die of Fistula. Their number in England
and Wales is as much as 30,000. And the major reason behind is their habit
of meat-eating.
However, medical opinions keep changing every day. In practice we can see
that neither all the flesh eaters are hale and. hearty nor all the vegetarians are
unhealthy. The truth is that flesh eaters may look more fleshy and plump but the
nonflesh eaters have been observed to possess greater strength of body and mind to
encounter adversities.
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To some extent, it is essential to accept and adopt the medical advice for the
maintenance of the health of the body. However, only this earthen vessel is not the
body. The real body is a component of five material elements with the Divine Soul
dwelling in it. And this soul is the top-most important part of the body. Without it,
the body cannot exist. Whereas it is essential to maintain the health and strength of
the outward body, it is simultaneously the basic responsibility of man to maintain
the strength of his soul. Thus only that type of food deserves to be classed as
nutritional, which strengthens body and mind or soul both.
The research and knowledge of the medical science is limited to the earthen
body only. They have no knowledge about the soul. Thus their recommendations
pertain only to outward material part of the body. To get the flesh food (meat) the
killing of animated beings is inherent. This barbarous action results in depriving
the mind of its divine and noble qualities and hence it becomes weak and timid.
The body with a timid mind is worthless in spite of its robust physical structure.
It is always worthwhile to get light only from the Gurbani on various
aspects of the flesh food. The verdict of Gurbdni is :
hku prwieAw nwnkw aus sUAr aus gwie ||
guru pIru hwmw qw Bry jw murdwru n Kwie ||
(m: 1, mwJ kI vwr, pMnw 141)
Nanak, to grab what belongs to another, is the flesh of swine for one (the Muslim)
and cow's flesh for the other (the Hindu).
The preceptor and the prophet shall intercede only for him who eats not the
carrion.

To grab and gulp what belongs to another, is a sinful act. The wealth
obtained through bribery and loot may be worthwhile for the body, but for the
Gursikhs, the usurping of another's right is strictly forbidden.
Compared to the bread of the coarse grains prepared by Bhai Lalo, the
dainty dishes got prepared by Malik Bhago, were no doubt much more delicious
and nutritional. But the preacher of the True Dharma, Guru Nanak Dev Ji, accepted
the coarse
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and simple food of Bhai Lalo's truthful earnings and rejected the sumptuous dishes
offered by Malik Bhago. The revered Guru placed his doctrine of chastity before
the people and made them realize that the simple food prepared of Bhai Lalo's
honest and truthful earnings, was purer in comparison to 'milk' and other
sumptuous dishes of Malik Bhago prepared of the money forcefully grabbed from
the helpless and the meek. The rich and tasty foods of Malik Bhago were based on
the blood of the innocent subjects. What an irony, the Sikhs who claim to be the
followers of Guru Nanak, have started sucking blood instead of milk. Loot and
extortion means grabbing by brute force the possessions of the others. If loot or
extortion is a crime equivalent to sucking blood, how can it be justified to deprive
the innocent animals of their right to live just for the sake of strengthening one's
body or and simply to satisfy one's taste of the tongue? After usurping others'
rights and eating carrion, if one hopes to get intercession from the Preceptor or the
Guru, it is all self-deception.
Gursikh's way of life is to do away with tyranny and imbibe the virtue of
compassion:
Ksmu pCwin qrs kir jIA mih mwir mxI kir PIkI ||
(Awsw kbIr jI, pMnw 480)
Realize God, bear compassion in thy heart;
Subdue ego which is useless.
ikriq ivriq kir Drm dI Kit Kvwlxu Bwie kryhI ||

(BweI gurdws jI, vwr 1, pauVI 3)
A Gursikh earns a truthful living
And shares his earnings with others.
Gwil Kwie ikCu hQhu dyie ||

(vwr swrMg, m: 1, pMnw 1245)

nwnk rwhu pCwxih syie ||

'Nanak', who eats what he earns through his earnest labour and shares it with
others, he alone, knows the true way of life.

•
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